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THE CORRELATION BETWEEN OBJECTIVE LENS OPACITY AND 
LASER INTERFEROMETRIC CONTRAST SENSITIVITY IN THE 
CATARACT PATIENT. Zachary Q_. Klett. and Joy Hirsch. Yale 
University School of Medicine, Department of Ophthalmology and Visual 
Science, New Haven, CT 06510. 
Adequate evaluation of retinal function in cataract patients is critical in 
determining whether or not these patients will benefit from elective 
cataract surgery. In patients with immature cataracts the laser 
interferometer has been shown to effectively bypass the optics of the eye and 
measure retinal function. However, it is not known beyond what cataract 
density the laser interferometric measurements are impaired. In this 
study we compare objective lens opacity using the IntraOptics OPACITY 
Lensmeter with contrast sensitivity (CS) measured by a Randwal He-Ne 
laser interferometer with a mean luminance of 7.42 cd/m^ in 62 patients 
(eyes). Comparison of lens opacity with CS reveals a linear relationship, 
with r= -0.69 at a spatial frequency of 6 c/deg. Separation by cataract type 
shows a correlation coefficient of r= -0.91 for nuclear sclerotic (NS) 
predominant cataracts and no significant correlation for posterior 
subcapsular (PSC) predominant cataracts. Comparison of lens opacity 
with the mean (post- minus preoperative) CS difference in a matched 
(pre/post-op) surgical patient group (n=14) also reveals a linear trend for all 
cataract types (r= 0.58) with NS predominant cataracts demonstrating the 
highest correlation coefficient (r= 0.91). The mean CS difference for all 
cataracts is greater than the maximum error of the laser (95% confidence 
limit) at measured opacities greater than 49. The corresponding opacity for 
NS predominant cataracts is greater than 50. These results demonstrate a 
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linear relationship betweeen increasing lens opacity and the decreasing 
ability to measure isolated retinal contrast sensitivity with the laser 
interferometer, and that in the range of measured opacities between 29 and 
49 for all cataracts, and between 37 and 50 for NS predominant cataracts, 
laser interferometric measurements become increasingly less reliable as 
an indicator of isolated retinal function. 
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Adequate evaluation of retinal function in all cataract patients is critical 
in determining whether or not these patients will benefit from elective 
cataract surgery. The decision to perform elective cataract extraction and 
IOL implantation ultimately depends both on the patient's subjective degree 
of visual impairment, and most importantly on whether or not he/she will 
gain significant improvement in visual function as a result of the cataract 
surgery. Few outcomes could be more disappointing to the patient, or more 
embarrassing for the surgeon, than performing a flawless cataract 
operation that reveals serious disease of the posterior segment and leaves 
the patient with little or no visual improvement. Of the estimated one 
million patients each year in the United States who undergo surgery for 
media opacities, perhaps 5-10% of these patients have poor post-operative 
outcomes because of pre-existing, undiagnosed retinal and/or optic nerve 
disease [1]. 
In early (mild to moderate) cataracts, numerous methods exist which 
can provide, alone or in combination, the ability to accurately assess retinal 
function and other causes of decreased vision; here the most important 
indication for surgery relates to the visual needs of the patient and his or 
her ability to function [2], particularly in the case of patients with only mild 
cataractous lenses and relatively good visual acuity (e.g. 20/30, 20/25). 
PREOPERATIVE ASSESSMENT IN DENSE CATARACT PATIENTS 
Patients with denser (moderate to opaque) cataractous lenses also 
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require thorough assessment of retinal function before cataract surgery is 
performed. While one could make the argument that there is little need for 
extensive testing in the presence of dense, mature cataracts, since cataract 
extraction will almost always improve visual function in these cases [3], 
this argument only holds true for the general case, and there are always 
exceptions. A patient with significant underlying retinal disease may gain 
only marginal improvement in his/her vision from cataract extraction, and 
in this instance the relative risks and benefits may not warrant the 
surgery. When deciding on the best course of action for the patient, it is 
well to remember that as the incidence of cataracts increases with age, so 
too does the incidence of certain retinal and optic nerve diseases, including 
such conditions as age-related macular degeneration, glaucoma, and 
ischemic neuropathy [1]. And Brodie estimates that the incidence of such 
pathological findings as diabetic retinopathy, previous retinal detachment, 
macular degeneration, or amblyopia in the unselected cataract patient 
population, particularly those with opaque media, is probably greater than 
8% [4]. 
ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES 
Assessment of retinal and specifically macular function in denser 
cataracts poses a difficult diagnostic challenge in that most conventional 
techniques of ophthalmic examination for directly or indirectly examining 
the fundus and testing a patient's vision are dependent on transmission of 
light through the optical components of the eye (i.e. cornea, lens, media) 
and are limited by optical opacities [5]. The denser the optics, the less light 
can be transmitted to (and from) the retina and therefore the less 
information that can be obtained either by fundus exam or by a specific 
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visual test. Various physiologic techniques are used to test retinal function 
in cataract patients, such as pupillary light reflex, two-point light 
discrimination, sense of light projection, color vision, electroretinography 
(ERG), and visually evoked potential (VEP). The pupillary response is 
certainly quite sensitive in detecting an afferent defect of the visual 
pathways such as extensive macular degeneration, retinal detachments, 
and optic nerve disease [6], since no cataract is truly opaque [7]. However, 
these physiologic tests are not specific for foveal function and, while of more 
value in mature rather than immature cataracts, they are at best only 
indicators of gross retinal function and thus are used as crude measures of 
visual function behind the cataracts [3,71. Pattern-elicited VEP's are more 
specific for foveal function but cannot be obtained in the presence of a 
cataract or opaque media [3,4]. The flash VEP is useful in testing eyes with 
opaque media, but its strength lies in identifying those patients who will 
have a poor post-operative visual acuity of 20/50 or worse (i.e. a high positive 
predictive value) since the macula or macular pathways are likely to be 
disturbed in the absence of a VEP [1], and it is much less likely to identify 
those patients who will have good post-operative outcomes (i.e. a low 
negative predictive value) [8]. A normal VEP to a bright light flash does not 
guarantee foveal functioning or 20/20 potential visual acuity; it merely 
suggests a favorable prognosis [1]. 
SPECIALIZED TESTS 
Specialized diagnostic tools such as ultrasonography and computed 
tomography (CT) scanning are invaluable in ruling out causes of gross 
retinal pathology as a source of decreased vision, such as intraocular 
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tumors, retinal detachments, vitreous hemorrhage, and foreign bodies, 
and may be helpful in the presence of vireous opacities as well [7], but these 
tests provide no quantitative visual information whatsoever. 
Hyperacuity perimetry is another technique which provides localized 
measures of visual performance that are resistant to the retinal 
degradation caused by media opacities. Hyperacuity perimetry can 
preoperatively evaluate the distribution and size of areas across the central 
visual field as well as the stability and location of primary fixation [9]. 
However, this form of testing in patients with media opacities has not yet 
been widely applied in the clinical setting, and it is not yet known if 
hyperacuity yields better prognostic information than other psychophysical 
tests such as the laser interferometer and the Potential Acuity Meter (PAM) 
[1]. The laser interferometer and the PAM will be discussed in detail below. 
DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF VISUAL ACUITY 
Direct measurement of visual acuity is currently determined using 
three methods: the pinhole aperture, clinical interferometers (which use 
either laser or incandescent light), and the Guyton-Minkowski Potential 
Acuity Meter (PAM). Each method works by isolating a small portion of the 
eye's optics for testing. If a relatively clear pathway can be found, the test 
pattern can pass clearly through the eye's optics to the retina, thereby 
avoiding the scattering effect of the cataractous areas of the lens and 
directly testing retinal function. However, because of the decrease in 
retinal illumination produced by introducing a small aperture, the 
usefulness of the pinhole aperture is rather limited for measuring acuity 




Laser interferometry uses a laser source to project coherent beams of 
light through two pinpoint areas of the eye's optics. The two beams diverge 
as they pass to the retina and interference fringes are formed, within the 
region of overlap of the beams, on the retina. Spacing of the fringes is a 
function of the separation of the pinpoint sources passing through the 
pupil. By progressively narrowing the fringe spacing until the patient can 
barely detect the orientation of the fringes, a "grating" visual acuity (i.e. the 
finest line pattern the patient can see) is measured which can be expressed 
in Snellen notation [3]. This "grating" acuity is thus the predicted post¬ 
operative potential of the cataractous eye. Because the image is not formed 
by the lens or cornea, interferometric devices are only influenced to a 
limited extent by the quality of the optical media or by refractive anomalies 
of the eye [10]. Refractive correction is not necessary to obtain quality 
fringes except in cases of large (10 diopter) refractive errors (Scheiner's disc 
effect). A discussion of the specific laser interferometers is beyond the 
scope of this paper. 
POTENTIAL ACUITY METER 
The Guyton-Minkowski Potential Acuity Meter (PAM) is a widely used 
non-laser instrument that mounts on a slit-lamp and projects an image of a 
Snellen visual acuity chart through single light beam that narrows to a 
diameter of 0.1 mm. Directing the beam through a clear area in the eye's 
optics allows the patient to read the Snellen chart "as if the cataract were 
not present" [3]. The potential post-operative visual acuity is thus 
determined according to the smallest line of letters read on the projected 
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Snellen chart. Approximate refractive correction is necessary for the test 
(available on the instrument). The brightness of the chart is fixed and 
somewhat brighter than standard projected Snellen charts to allow 
penetration through mild to moderate cataracts [3]. 
COMPARISON OF THE LASER INTERFEROMETER WITH THE PAM 
Numerous studies have been done to evaluate the accuracy and 
limitations of the laser interferometer and the PAM in predicting post¬ 
operative visual acuity in cataract patients [8,11-20]. Summarizing these 
results (as of 1987) Guyton reports that for a general, unselected patient 
population undergoing cataract surgery, both the laser interferometer and 
the PAM give accurate predictions within two Snellen lines of acuity in 75- 
90% of cases, and in 80-90% of cases for those eyes predicted to achieve 20/40 
acuity or better [3]. These higher percentage figures were obtained by 
deleting the denser cataracts from the studies. Accuracy with dense 
cataracts has been shown to be poor with both of these instruments [5,11- 
21], but the laser interferometer penetrates denser cataracts somewhat 
better than the PAM [1,22]. 
FALSE-POSITIVE RESULTS 
Faulkner [16] has reported several clinical conditions that are known to 
yield falsely good predictive results with the laser interferometers: serous 
detachment of the sensory epithelium of the macula; cystoid macular 
edema; visual field cuts through fixation (as in glaucoma); amblyopia; 
macular holes or cysts; geographic atrophy of the pigment epithelium of the 
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macula; and early post-operative retinal detachments. In contrast, good 
results were obtained in patients with dry macular degeneration. Faulkner 
also reported [22] that all of the above conditions except amblyopia can give 
falsely good predictions with the PAM. Thus predictive accuracy of both 
instruments is obviously enhanced if all eyes preoperatively diagnosed as 
having any of the above conditions are deleted from the statistical results 
[3]. The mechanism of false-positive predictions with the laser 
interferometer in the presence of macular defects is thought to be due to the 
relatively large stimulus size of the interference fringe pattern which can 
possibly stimulate the parafoveal retina. The parafoveal retina is known to 
have reasonably good interferometric acuity [10], and these areas of good 
resolution can yield falsely good central vision because of the fact that the 
patient cannot, or does not fixate with these areas [3]. 
FALSE-NEGATIVE RESULTS 
Falsely poor laser interferometric and PAM predictions are largely 
attributed to poor penetration of dense (mature) cataracts [3,5,8,9,11,13- 
16,18,19,21]. Patients having the densest cataracts with poor 
interferometric and Snellen pre-operative visual acuities allow the poorest 
predictive results [12,13,18], and failure to see the fringes may not 
necessarily indicate a lack of potential for good vision [5]. 
LIMITATIONS OF LASER INTERFEROMETER AND PAM 
The primary limitations of both the laser and the PAM in obtaining 
accurate predictions of post-operative visual acuity in cataract patients are 
the density of the optical media, though less so for the laser interferometer 
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than the PAM, and false-positive predictions due to underlying ocular 
conditions other than cataract. Both instruments' predictive accuracy has 
been substantiated for mild to moderate cataractous changes [3,11,17-19]. 
False-positive predictions are highly undesirable, particularly from the 
standpoint of the patient, since a less-than-expected post-operative outcome 
can be a severe disappointment. Information obtained in denser cataract 
patients, despite lower accuracy, is still useful because in most cases the 
actual post-operative visual acuity is better than predicted [19]. The 
strength of these instruments is that they are highly predictive of good post¬ 
operative acuity with a good preoperative prediction (i.e. a high negative 
predictive value) [8]. Thus, each of these instruments can be used 
effectively if the mechanisms for falsely poor and good results are 
identified, allowing the surgeon to anticipate unreliable results rather than 
be misled by them [3]. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
This section defines some of the terms used throughout the following 
text. A cycle of a grating pattern is defined as a pair of light and dark 
interference fringes (bars). Spatial frequency is the number of 
cycles/degree (c/deg) of visual angle on the retina. The higher the spatial 
frequency, the narrower and more closely spaced the fringes (bars); 
conversely, the lower the spatial frequency, the wider and more widely 
spaced the fringes (bars). Sinusoidal gratings refer to patterns of fringes 
(bars) where the luminance rises and falls according to a sinusoidal 
function. These gratings have the appearance of light and dark fringes 
(bars) with a gradual transition from light to dark. 
Contrast is defined as the luminance (L) difference between the bright 
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(max) and the dark (min) fringes (bars) over their sum, as defined by the 
equation: (Lmax - Lmin) / (Lmax + Lmin). As contrast is reduced the dark 
fringes (bars) become lighter and bright fringes (bars) become darker, and 
therefore the difference becomes smaller. Mean luminance is defined as 
the average luminance across all of the cycles of the display. In order for 
contrast to be independent of other stimulus parameters, the mean 
luminance of the grating over the display must remain constant. The 
contrast threshold is the contrast at which the subject can detect the 
grating pattern on some percentage of the trials, usually above 50%. A low 
contrast threshold means a more sensitive visual system, and conversely a 
high contrast threshold means a less sensitive visual system. Contrast 
sensitivity is, therefore, the reciprocal of the contrast threshold and is often 
presented in logarithmic form on the deciBel scale. (dB). Contrast 
sensitivity in deciBels is derived from the ratio of the actual contrast 
threshold to a theoretically maximum possible contrast. At zero (0) dB, 
100% contrast is required for detection of the grating. With each 6 dB 
increase in contrast sensitivity only half as much contrast is required. 
Contrast sensitivity plotted against spatial frequency is the spatial 
frequency contrast sensitivity function (CSF), also known as the Modulation 
Transfer Function (MTF). Visual resolution is defined as the ability 
optically to distinguish detail such as the separation of two closely 
approximated objects. 
ASSESSMENT OF VISUAL FUNCTION BY VISUAL ACUITY 
Visual function has traditionally been assessed in the typical clinical 
environment by means of the Snellen visual acuity test [23]. This estimates 
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the smallest-sized, high-contrast object (optotype) capable of being resolved 
(dioptric defocus model). When measured under ideal viewing conditions, 
visual acuity is a poor index of vision outdoors or at night and is therefore 
likely to seriously underestimate the visual incapacity suffered by cataract 
patients [24], Visual acuity assesses vision only for objects of smallest sizes 
(the resolution limit), treating loss due to scattered light as equivalent to 
defocus, an approach which assumes that all visual loss may be 
characterized as loss of vision for small objects [24]. This assumption, 
however, is false: the visibility of large objects (low spatial frequencies, i.e. 
within the resolution limit) is completely uncorrelated with acuity. Acuity- 
based cataract evaluations will therefore underestimate loss whenever 
scattered light reduces visibility of large or intermediate sized objects [24]. 
In other words, for cases in which intraocular light-scattering occurs (i.e. 
cataracts), visual assessment should involve not only measuring of the 
limit of resolution of small object sizes (visual acuity) but also the quality of 
vision for object sizes within the resolution limit [23]. 
ASSESSMENT OF VISUAL FUNCTION BY CONTRAST SENSITIVITY 
Contrast sensitivity (CS) testing is an alternative method of measuring 
visual function, and is ideally suited to assessing the severity of visual 
impairment due to cataracts, in that light scattered in the lens or capsule 
reduces contrast at the retina, and visual impairment shows up directly as 
loss of contrast sensitivity [24]. Contrast sensitivity testing allows 
measurement of contrast thresholds for a wide range of object sizes (spatial 
frequencies) while maintaining a fixed level of light adaptation [23]. 
Whereas Snellen acuity measurement determines one point of the contrast 
sensitivity function (the intersection at the abscissa), the contrast sensitivity 
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function enables the whole spectrum of visual performance to be estimated 
instead of only one extreme point [25]. In the absence of retinal dysfunction, 
contrast sensitivity techniques may also be used as a complete analysis of 
the optical impairment, in that visual loss is due entirely to the cataract. 
This can be combined with an estimate of retinal function to generate a 
prognosis for the quality of post-operative vision [24]. 
In addition to its usefulness in testing cataract patients, CS is useful as 
(1) a diagnostic aid, (2) a means for evaluating the nature and severity of 
visual impairment within the resolution limit, and (3) as a screening test 
for various ocular disorders [26], CS abnormalities have been found in a 
variety of conditons, including ocular hypertension and glaucoma, 
demyelinization of the optic nerve, multiple sclerosis (in 40% of patients 
with no visual symptoms), retrobulbar neuritis, diabetic patients with and 
without apparent diabetic retinopathy [27], retinitis pigmentosa, central 
serous retinopathy, macular degeneration, amblyopia, and others [27-33], 
although the value of CS as a clinical screening test for all of these 
disorders has been questioned [34]. CS loss at middle and higher spatial 
frequencies has also been demonstrated with increasing age, particularly 
in persons over age 60 [35,36]. However, these studies utilized oscilloscopic 
testing methods which may not have controlled for loss of CS due to the 
naturally increasing lens opacity with age (see below)1. 
CONTRAST SENSITIVITY TESTING METHODS 
Numerous methods for measuring contrast sensitivity have been 
developed, including a simple sine-wave chart [29,37], and more 
sophisticated oscilloscope systems [38]. These methods measure the 
1 Based on data obtained by Fiammer and Bebie [OPACITY Lensmeter User Manual]. 
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contrast sensitivity function (CSF) of the whole visual perception system, 
composed of the eye (all components), optic nerve and the brain. Precise 
correction of refractive error is always necessary before measuring the 
CSF, and opacities of the cornea or lens may have a significant influence on 
the results [32], Campbell and Green [39] developed a method of bypassing 
the eye's optics, using He-Ne laser-generated interference fringes to 
generated the image directly onto the retina, thereby measuring isolated 
retinal contrast sensitivity function. 
LASER INTERFEROMETRIC CONTRAST SENSITIVITY 
The laser interferometer is designed to bypass the effects of the eye's 
optics by presenting a line pattern directly onto the retina such that the 
clarity of the pattern is little affected by optical imperfections or opacities 
[40]. The ability to see fringes depends only on the ability of the retina to 
conduct signals from photoreceptors into the nervous system. Thus it is 
possible to isolate retinal and neurologic factors from optical factors 
limiting resolution [21]. In order to produce regular patterns on the retina 
behind an opaque lens, at least some portion of the coherent light must pass 
unscattered through the lens [5]. Since patterns are not imaged onto the 
retina but rather are formed by the interference of light from two pinpoint 
sources of coherent light focused into the lens, it would seem that sufficient 
amounts of light could enter the eye unscattered through microscopic holes 
even when the whole lens appears opaque [5]. It follows that the 
interferometric technique permits one to bypass the effects of optical 
aberrations and thereby take advantage of any clear areas remaining in the 
lens. These technical advantages permit the scattering of light from a 

cataractous lens, and the poor image-forming properties of the peripheral 
parts of the eye’s optics to be partially circumvented [5]. 
13 
LIMITATIONS DUE TO LENS OPACITY 
However, Green and numerous others [1,3,5,11-15,18,19,21,22,32] have 
found that the denser the cataract, the more difficult it becomes for patients 
to detect the regular fringe pattern, and patients with opaque media are 
usually unable to see the fringe pattern at all. Thus, although 
interferometric testing is generally believed to be largely independent of 
refractive errors of the eye [12], this statement is only true within certain 
limits which at present are rather poorly defined. At some point in the 
range of cataractous lens opacity between "moderate" and mature or 
opaque, the laser interferometer loses its ability to adequately penetrate the 
opacity of the lens and form fringe patterns on the retina. The reasons for 
this phenomenon are certainly not clear, and it is difficult to quantify how 
much of the resolution loss can be attributed to optical properties of the 
cataract, e.g. the opacity could scatter the incoming laser beam(s) and 
reduce the contrast fringes on the retina [9]. At present, it is simply an 
accepted limitation that the predictive accuracy of the laser interferometer 
declines in "denser cataract patients." 
ISOLATED RETINAL CONTRAST SENSITIVITY IN EARLY CATARACTS 
In a previous study [41], optical and retinal influences on visual function 
were isolated by means of laser interferometric and conventional visual 
display monitor measures of contrast sensitivity functions. The results of 
this study demonstrated that for early (trace--2+) cataractous lenses, the 
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laser interferometer can indeed effectively bypass the refractive error of the 
eye and measure retinal function independent of interference due to the 
optical components. Contrast sensitivity functions were depressed when 
measured by conventional display monitor, whereas normal CSF's (and 
therefore normal retinal functions) were measured by laser interferometry. 
Thus in early cataracts the laser interferometer was shown to be highly 
effective for isolating, and quantifying, visual contrast sensitivity loss due to 
optical factors from CS loss due to retinal factors alone. 
Ideally, one would like to be able to isolate and assess retinal function in 
all cataract patients prior to surgical removal of the cataract, particularly 
in the case of patients with dense cataracts for whom accurate quantitative 
prediction of post-operative visual function is difficult if not impossible to 
determine using currently available methods of assessment, including the 
PAM [8,11-20,42]. 
IMPORTANCE OF TEST ACCURACY LIMITS 
In order to fully utilize the results of any test, one must know the limits 
of each specific test's accuracy and reliability. In the case of the laser 
interferometer, while various studies have found that predicting post¬ 
operative visual acuity using laser interferometry becomes increasingly 
difficult with increasingly dense cataracts [3,5,12,18,22], no quantitative 
study has yet been done to determine the accuracy of the laser 
interferometer relative to increasing lens opacity on an objective scale. 
Various correlations have been made between patients' Snellen visual 
acuities and their ability to see the laser interference fringes [13,14,19,21], 
but these correlations are poor, and in addition they are based on Snellen 
acuities which, as discussed above, are also a poor indicator of functional 
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vision particularly in the denser cataract patients. 
Jankelovits et al. [41] demonstrated the laser interferometer's ability to 
accurately assess CSF's in mild to moderate (trace--2+) cataracts, for which 
a subjective clinical grading scale was perfectly adequate. However, 
defining the true upper limits of the laser interferometer relative to lens 
opacity requires the additional ability of quantitatively determining lens 
opacity on some sort of objective scale. Several different methods are now 
being employed at least for research purposes. 
CATARACT CLASSIFICATION AND ASSESSMENT: SUBJECTIVE 
Classification and assessment of cataracts involves many variables, 
among them the type, extent, density, position, color, and grade to name a 
few. Cataracts are usually divided into two main categories, nuclear and 
cortical, based on their different locations, etiologies, and optical behavior; 
anterior and posterior subcapsular cataracts are a special subdivision of 
cortical cataracts [43]. Typically, this assessment is performed by an 
ophthalmologist using a direct opthalmoscope, slit-lamp biomicroscope, 
and retinoscope, and subjective clinical grades are assigned to each 
cataractous component, ranging from zero (not detectable) to 4+ (dense, 
opaque) using the standard clinical grading scale of 0--4+. This method of 
evaluation, while adequate for most purposes, is rather imprecise due to its 
subjective nature and the inherent variability between individual 
physicians. In fact, one study [44] assessing intra- and inter-observer 
variability in classifying in-vitro cataractous lenses on the basis of nuclear 
and cortical changes found that, while intra-observer agreement ranged 
from good to excellent (r=0.73 to 0.92), inter-observer agreement was only 
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fair to excellent (r=0.46 to 0.83), demonstrating the high variability of a 
visual classification system based on purely qualitative (i.e. subjective) 
criteria. Another study by Leibowitz et al. [45], based on the data from the 
Framingham Eye Study, found that inter-observer agreement for detecting 
any lens opacity was even worse, with kappa = 0.28. In general, subjective 
methods such as visual acuity testing, glare testing, contrast sensitivity 
testing, and slit-lamp biomicroscopy are susceptible to a wide variety of 
factors and variables, making them difficult to standardize [46]. Using 
visual acuity measurements to grade severity of cataracts can be 
particularly problematic, and one must be extremely careful to exclude 
other possible causes of visual loss. Moreover, for prospective studies of 
cataract development, monitoring visual acuity changes as a mechanism 
for following lens changes is clearly too limited [47]. 
CATARACT CLASSIFICATION AND ASSESSMENT: OBJECTIVE 
Several objective classification schemes have been devised to permit 
accurate comparison of cataractous changes while minimizing the 
subjective aspects of cataract assessment [48-54]. These schemes or 
systems range from relatively simple to extremely elaborate and complex. 
Virtually all depend on one or several photodocumentation techniques, 
which consist of slit-lamp photography [54,55], Kawara retroillumination 
photography [56], and Topcon SL-45 [57-60] and Zeiss SLC Scheimpflug 
photography [61]. Slit-lamp photography has been considered unsuitable 
for documenting an entire lens section because of its limited depth of focus. 
It can be easily used for detecting nuclear opacities if photographs are 
taken while focused mid-nucleus; however, no data have been published 
regarding reproducibility and sources of variation [47]. Kuwara 
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retroillumination photography gives a useful statement of the total amount 
of cortical cataract present, but it demonstrates nuclear sclerosis poorly, 
gives little information about the density of the opacity and little or no 
information about densities of the non-cataractous areas of the lens [54], In 
addition, preliminary investigations with serial photographs in human 
cataracts showed a large variation in measured results using 
densitometric measurements, suggesting that application of the 
retroillumination technique is not suitable for clinical longitudinal studies 
at this time [62]. 
SCHEIMPFLUG PHOTOGRAPHY 
Scheimpflug photography is certainly the most sophisticated (and most 
expensive) of the photographic techniques. The Scheimpflug principle 
states that the image of an obliquely positioned object is formed such that 
the planes of the object, image, and objective intersect. This allows for the 
sagittal image of the anterior segment of the eye to be photographed such 
that it is in focus from the anterior surface of the cornea to the posterior 
surface of the lens. The Topcon SL-45 camera system, developed in 1978 by 
Drs. Dragomirescu, Hockwin, et al. [57J, utilizes photographic film as its 
recording medium which, once obtained, can be graded by trained readers 
or subjected to computer-aided densitometric analyses to determine the 
optical density of the cataractous changes. Reproducibility over many 
photographs has been demonstrated to be very high in the hands of trained 
readers [47]. However, variation in measurement is much higher in the 
anterior cortical (12%) and posterior subcapsular (16%) zones as compared 
to nuclear (5%), possibly limiting the technique's usefulness to clinical 
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trials for assessing changes primarily in the nucleus [46]. In addition, no 
data have been published on the association of clinical findings with values 
from the densitometric analyses, which would allow some assessment of 
the correlation of results from the photographs with the examination of the 
patient [47]. Finally, in addition to numerous potential disadvantages 
related to using photographic film as the recording medium [47,61], there 
are the additional disadvantages of bulky, expensive equipment, the need 
for dark room facilities and a trained photographer, densitometer and 
support software, multiple photographs, and potentially complex analyses 
[47]. The best results so far have been obtained by multi-linear 
densitometry, but the enormous amount of data obtained in this way 
renders routine application rather difficult [60]. 
The Zeiss SLC is a new Scheimpflug camera system utilizing video 
recording technologies [61]. Recording is done via video camera, which 
provides immediate feedback while the subject is still available, it avoids 
chemical processing, and the image is amenable to direct digitization by an 
image processor. The result is given in the form of a densitometric profile 
over a region of specified width and length defined by the operator. Specific 
limitations of the Zeiss SLC system are its resolution limit of 0.2mm (1/20 of 
the lens width), and a gradual decrease posteriorly in density 
measurement due to loss of incoming and outgoing light in a medium of 
limited transmittance. This artifact will be more pronounced in old lenses 
and especially in lenses with opacities [61]. The Zeiss system is presently 
being used for research purposes only, and its availability is extremely 
limited as there are only approximately four systems currently in use in the 
United States. 
It should be noted that all of the above photographic methods require 
extremely accurate and repeatable alignment techniques in order to assure 
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reproducibility of results. The procedures are very involved, time- 
consuming and costly. In addition, beyond a certain cataract density, the 
Scheimpflug cameras are no longer able to adequately photograph the lens 
due to poor light penetrance. This limit corresponds to an approximate 
subjective clinical grade of 3+ 2. 
OPACITY LENSMETER 701 
The OPACITY Lensmeter 701, manufactured by INTERZEAG AG and 
marketed in the United States by IntraOptics Inc., is yet another newly 
developed instrument designed by Drs. Flammer and Bebie [63]. The 
instrument determines crystalline lens opacity based on the concept of 
measurement of stray light produced by the lens [63]. Stray light is 
produced by a modulated red (700 nm) beam of light directed into the eye. 
The diameter of the light beam is 1.5 mm, allowing the examination to be 
performed in an undilated pupil. Measurement is therefore also restricted 
to the central area of the lens (in contrast to the Scheimpflug photographic 
techniques), which is the most important in terms of influence on the 
visual function [63]. Once entering the lens, depending on the degree of 
opacity, a certain amount of light will pass straight through to the retina, 
and another portion of the incoming light will be scattered in all directions. 
The stray light is detected by means of a tuned detector system mounted at a 
fixed angle (approximately 30°) with respect to the incident beam in order to 
optimize input. All stray light produced anywhere between the cornea and 
the posterior capsule of the lens is detected; however, light reflected from 
the cornea is not picked up [63]. 
2Dr. B. V. Worgul, Associate Professor of Ophthalmology and Radiology, Columbia 
University College of Physicians and Surgeons (personal communication). 
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OPACITY LENSMETER VS. SCHEIMPFLUG PHOTOGRAPHY 
In contrast to the Scheimpflug photographic techniques, which produce 
a cross-sectional picture of the cataractous lens that is then 
densitometrically analyzed for each individual cataract component, the 
OPACITY Lensmeter simply produces one compound measurement which 
does not distinguish one cataract component from another. Because the 
light beam is modulated and pulsed, measurement is not influenced by 
surrounding light3. The range of measurement is calibrated on an 
internal scale from 0-99 (relative values), with zero representing optical 
transparency and 99 representing essentially complete opacity. A perfect 
(i.e. non-pathologic) lens has values of approximately 4 to 25 depending on 
age (there is a natural increase in opacity as a person grows older), while 
lenses with pathological opacity can be found starting at values of 
approximately 25 and greater 4. Opacities measuring greater than 99 are 
indicated by "++".5 Individual opacity measurements are obtained along 
with a mean and standard deviation, based on the last five individual 
results. Measurement requires that the patient fixate exactly on a 
luminous green spot (brightness is adjustable) against a red illuminated 
circular background. A cross-hair is positioned as accurately as possible in 
the center of the pupil, and the optics are focused exactly on the patient's 
iris for correct positioning of the light-measuring sensor. False 
measurements due to eye blinking are rejected, and inconsistent 
measurements are readily apparent to the examiner by means of a visible 
3OPACITY Lensmeter User Manual. 
4Based on data obtained by Flammer & Bebie [OPACITY Lensmeter User Manual, p.12]. 
5For special purposes, the instrument is internally capable of measuring opacities up 
to a maximum of "255"; however, this extended capability was not utilized in our study. 

instrument display panel (measurements can be repeated as many times 
as necessary at the discretion of the examiner). 
RATIONALE OF THE STUDY 
The accuracy and usefulness of the laser interferometer in predicting 
post-operative visual function in early to moderate (trace—2+) cataracts has 
been established both in terms of measuring visual acuity and contrast 
sensitivity function [8,11-20,41,42]. However, no quantitative study has yet 
been done to determine the accuracy of the laser interferometer relative to 
increasing lens opacity on an objective scale. 
This study seeks to determine the specific relationship between 
increasing lens opacity and the laser interferometer's ability to measure 
isolated retinal contrast sensitivity and, if possible, to define in quantitative 
terms the upper limit of objective lens opacity through which the laser 
interferometer can accurately measure preoperative contrast sensitivity 
function and thereby offer a useful and reliable prediction of post-operative 
visual function. The design of the study involves comparing the laser 
interferometric CSF's from a full spectrum of cataract patients (i.e. from 
nearly transparent to completely opaque) with the corresponding lens 
opacities as measured on an objective scale. This of course requires the 
ability to actually objectively measure crystalline lens opacity; we chose to 
use the newly developed INTERZEAG OPACITY Lensmeter, designed 
specifically for this purpose, for several reasons: it is simple to use, opacity 
is measured and assigned a simple numerical value, the result is rapidly 
obtained, and the instrument has never previously been used in 
conjunction with laser interferometric CSF testing. At the same time, 
because the Lensmeter measures opacity relative to its own internal scale 
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(0--99), we also hoped to be able to assign further meaning to this relative 
opacity scale by correlating it with quantitative loss of visual function. It is 
not our intention to determine the mechanism(s) by which cataracts cause 
decreased contrast sensitivity; rather, it is to establish to the best extent 
possible the empirical relationship between objective lens opacity and the 
ability to measure laser interferometric contrast sensitivity function. 

METHODS 
OPACITY LENSMETER 701 
The OPACITY Lensmeter was calibrated automatically by means of its 
own calibration device prior to measuring each patient's lens opacity. All 
measurements were performed in a dim room, and all patients were 
allowed to dark-adapt in order to achieve the minimum pupil diameter of 4 
mm stipulated for obtaining accurate results with the OPACITY 
Lensmeter. The instrument was adjusted and measurements taken 
according to techniques specified in the procedure manual (see also above). 
Pupil size was estimated using a millimeter graticule and 4 mm circle 
visible in the eyepiece. A minimum of five individual opacity 
measurements were taken, and more if necessary, in order to obtain highly 
consistent opacity readings. The individual results, mean and standard 
deviation were then recorded on a paper print-out strip. Whenever possible, 
measurements were obtained on cataractous eyes with the pupil both 
undilated and dilated in order to compare the effects of pupil size on opacity 
measurement (the reasons for this comparison will be explained in the 
discussion section). 
LASER INTERFEROMETER 
The Randwal laser interferometric retinal assessment system was used 
to measure isolated retinal contrast sensitivity function. A Helium-Neon 
laser (wavelength = 632.8 nm) interferometer controlled by an IBM AT 
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microcomputer created vertical sinusoidal gratings on the retina from two 
spatially coherent point sources near the nodal point of the eye. Spatial 
frequency was varied by changing the separation of the two coherent 
sources, and contrast was varied by controlling the intensity of a third 
uncorrelated source which enters the eye in Maxwellian view (i.e. through 
the pupil). A calcite crystal optical valve maintained the stimulus at a 
constant average illuminance for all contrast and spatial frequency 
settings. The observer’s position was determined according to where he or 
she reported subjectively being able to see the grating pattern most clearly 
and easily. A closed circuit TV was then used to continually align and 
maintain the observer's position in the headrest so that the input beams 
entered the pupil in exactly the same way throughout the test. Precise 
alignment was crucial to successful testing with dense cataract patients. 
The circular stimulus field subtended a diameter of 8.0°, and the mean 
luminance was constant at 7.42 cd/m^ (the laser was checked for proper 
calibration several times over the duration of the study). Pupils of the 
observer’s eyes were not dilated for the purposes of this study (which would 
allow the laser to pass through more peripheral areas of the lens if less 
opaque than the center), in order to correlate laser interferometric 
measurements with opacity measurements of the same central area of the 
lens, and were generally between 3 and 5mm in diameter6, a sufficient 
aperture to transmit the spatial frequencies employed in this experiment 
(minimum aperture is 1.5 mm according to the manufacturers of the 
laser). 
Exceptions were patients who, due to circumstances beyond our control, could only 




In a previous investigation in this lab [41], the method of constant 
stimuli was used on the Randwal laser interferometer to measure each 
contrast threshold. A total of 167 trials (100 grating stimuli and 67 blanks) 
were required for each threshold measurement, and consequently only one 
contrast threshold was determined at any single testing session due to the 
time required for the test. 
Our study employs a "fast pass" modified staircase method [64] on the 
Randwal laser interferometer in order to make possible the measurement 
of contrast thresholds at six spatial frequencies (3--18 c/deg) in a single 
testing session. These six spatial frequencies were chosen in order to 
expedite the testing process while still obtaining an adequate representation 
of CS measurements to accurately determine each patient's CSF. 
Comparison of data obtained by both the constant stimuli and fast pass 
methods demonstrated nearly identical contrast sensitivity functions, i.e. 
well within the 3 dB (±1.5 dB) standard test/retest error of the instrument 
for each measurement, thereby confirming the accuracy and validity of our 
fast pass method [Figure 1]. 
INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE 
Contrast Thresholds (deciBels) for each test method were plotted versus 
spatial frequencies (c/deg) for a normal observer, and the ordinate was 
scaled such that the ascending direction indicates lower contrast 
thresholds corresponding to increasing visual sensitivity. Here one can see 
that at spatial frequencies above the low frequency fall-off (approximately 5 
c/deg), the normal CSF is a very linear function indeed. 
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Three passes were used to determine the contrast threshold at each 
spatial frequency. The observer was instructed to press a response button 
each time he/she was able to see the vertical grating pattern (trial), and to 
stop responding when he/she could no longer distinguish the vertical 
grating pattern from the homogeneous red background. Whenever 
possible, the observer was first "trained" in the task with the better eye. A 
practice test (first pass only) was also employed prior to commencing actual 
testing in order to make sure that the observer fully understood the 
directions given and performed the test correctly. The first pass, or "fast 
pass", was designed to determine a rough estimate of the contrast 
threshold, while the second and third passes were designed to determine 
the actual threshold measurements. The fast pass started presenting the 
grating pattern at -3dB of contrast and decreased the stimulus contrast by 
6dB decrements until the stimulus was not seen by the observer for two 
consecutive trials. The second pass added 15 dB of contrast to the last 
stimulus seen in the fast pass, and then decreased the stimulus contrast by 
3 dB decrements until the grating pattern was not seen for two consecutive 
trials. The third and final pass added 12 dB of contrast to the last stimulus 
seen in the second pass, and then decreased the stimulus contrast in 2 dB 
decrements until the grating pattern was not seen for two consecutive 
trials. The contrast threshold equalled the average of the endpoints of the 
second and third passes; however, the second and third passes were 
repeated by the computer if the the endpoints of these two passes differed by 
greater than 4 dB (± 2 dB). Calibration studies indicated that the standard 
test/retest error of each measurement was within 3 dB (±1.5 dB). 
Contrast thresholds were measured at the predetermined spatial 
frequencies of 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, and 18 cycles/degree (c/deg), and the order of 
spatial frequencies tested was selected at random by a sequence established 
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prior to the experiment. Each spatial frequency was tested a minimum of 
once, usually twice, and occasionally several times7 depending on the 
observer's apparent consistency and compliance. Observers with denser 
cataracts also tended to be more difficult to test, and often required several 
attempts before adequate threshold values could be obtained. All sessions 
were run in a dimly lit room, and a black shroud surrounded the observer 
so that patching was not necessary for the untested eye. No more than 
three spatial frequencies were tested consecutively in order to avoid 
adaptation and fatigue; all spatial frequencies were tested over the course of 
one session, lasting approximately 30-60 minutes. 
SELECTION CRITERIA 
Eligible patients were selected from the patient populations at the West 
Haven VA Hospital, Division of Ophthalmology, and at the Yale University 
School of Medicine, Department of Ophthalmology and Visual Science. 
Participants included the following: 1) cataract patients who were 
scheduled to undergo elective cataract extraction and IOL implantation; 2) 
cataract patients for whom elective cataract extraction was either not yet 
warranted or not desired. This study was approved by the Human Studies 
Sub-Committee at the West Haven VA Hospital (Protocol #003), and by the 
Human Investigation Committee at the Yale University School of Medicine 
(Protocol #4008). Written, informed consent was obtained from all 
participants. Eligibility criteria for the cataract patients included: 
(1) clinical diagnosis of a cataract; 
(2) routine ophthalmic examination (best-corrected Snellen visual 
7Repeat tests at a specific spatial frequency were randomly interspersed between 
tests for other spatial frequencies. 
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acuity, external exam, extraocular motility, pupillary responses, 
slit-lamp exam, applanation tonometry, and dilated indirect 
ophthalmoscopy) which ruled out all obvious reasons for visual loss 
other than cataract; 
(3) no history or evidence of glaucoma (patients were not excluded on 
the basis of history of DM, HTN, etc.); 
(4) no patients were excluded on the basis of a minimum visual acuity 
(range: 20/20' —> light perception only (LP). 
A total of 29 consecutive, unselected patients (47 eyes) participated in the 
study, for a total of 62 successful laser interferometric tests (i.e. able to see 
interference fringes—three cataracts were too dense). Of these, 39 were 
performed on cataractous eyes, and 23 were performed on eyes which had 
already undergone elective cataract extraction and IOL implantation 
(surgical follow-ups and opposite-eye "controls"). The age range of the 
cataract patients was from 39 to 88 years, with a mean age of 67.38 years ± 
11.40. There were fifteen surgical patients for which both the pre- and post¬ 
operative contrast sensitivity functions were obtained. Post-operative 
contrast sensitivity functions were obtained no sooner than 3 months after 
surgery in order to allow adequate time for all transient post-operative 
causes of visual loss to resolve, and when it seemed likely that the eye had 
achieved its full potential for improvement. 
CLINICAL EVALUATION 
Each patient's routine history and ophthalmic examination was 
performed by second- and third-year Yale ophthalmology residents at the 
West Haven VA Hospital. Surgical patients were always evaluated by the 
chief (third-year) resident who also performed the cataract surgery. In 
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addition, preoperative predictions of post-operative visual acuity were made 
on ten of the fifteen surgical patients using the Guyton-Minkowski potential 
acuity meter prior to elective cataract extraction and IOL implantation. 
Clinical information including age, sex, eye, cataract type and grade, 
opacity measurement, best-corrected Snellen visual acuity, PAM prediction 
of post-operative visual acuity (for surgical patients only), and applanation 
tonometry are included in Table 1 [surgical patients], Table 2 [non-surgical 
and preoperative-only (i.e. lost to follow-up)], and Table 3 [Intraocular lens 
(IOL) postoperative-only (i.e. opposite-eye "controls")]. Pertinent past 
medical history and/or testing comments are included in Table 4 [surgical 
patients] and Table 5 [non-surgical, preoperative-only, and IOL patients]. 
INSERT TABLES 1-5 HERE 
Cataracts were identified as anterior cortical (AC), nuclear sclerotic (NS), 
brunescent nuclear sclerotic (BrNS), posterior cortical (PC), and posterior 
subcapsular (PSC), and graded on the standard subjective clinical scale of 





Contrast sensitivity thresholds (dB) were determined for all patient-eyes 
(preoperative, post-operative, and non-surgical) at spatial frequencies of 3, 
6, 9, 12, 15, and 18 cycle s/d egree. Best-fit lines were calculated by linear 
regression8 9 for all patients able to see the laser interference fringes (n=62; 
3 patients were unable to see the interference fringes due to extremely 
dense cataracts), and the intercept, slope, and correlation coefficient r for 
each line are shown in Table 6, along with each patient's measured lens 
opacity. 
INSERT TABLE 6 HERE 
Values of r range from -0.45 to -1.00; however, 67.74% (42/62) of the 
functions have r values greater than or equal to 0.90, and 83.87% (52/62) of 
the functions have r values greater than or equal to 0.85, indicating that the 
contrast sensitivity functions are generally well-fit by the straight line.^ 
Contrast thresholds were calculated for each spatial frequency (3-18) using 
the best-fit line equations, and these thresholds were then plotted against 
each patient's measured opacity at spatial frequencies of 6, 12 and 15 c/deg 
as shown in Figures 2a-c. 
INSERT FIGURES 2a-c HERE 
8AII six SF data points were used to calculate L.R. with the following exceptions: SF=3 
excluded 2° low SF fall-off (2 patients); inability to obtain data points for highest SF's, 
i.e. @ 15 and/or 18 c/deg (5 patients). 
9Lowest SF tested was 3c/deg, in order to avoid low spatial frequency fall-off 
(usually below 5 c/deg). 
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Contrast Thresholds (deciBels) were plotted versus measured lens opacities 
(Lensmeter Units), and the ordinate scaled such that the ascending 
direction indicates lower contrast thresholds corresponding to increasing 
visual sensitivity. For comparison purposes, the three spatial frequencies 
of 6, 12 and 15 c/deg were chosen to be representative of the total Contrast 
Sensitivity Function (CSF), while at the same time excluding the two 
endpoints (i.e. 3 & 18 c/deg) of the function which could potentially have the 
greatest variability between patients and therefore be of limited, and 
possibly counterproductive use for interpreting the results. 
METHOD OF BEST-FIT LINEAR REGRESSION 
We wish to emphasize that choosing to use the method of best-fit lines to 
present the data was purely for the purposes of comparing the clinical data 
in a standardized and efficient manner; it is in no way an attempt to force- 
fit the data to an assumed linear relationship. In addition, due to the 
inherent limitations of an uncontrolled prospective clinical study, many 
fewer mature (dense) than immature-to-moderate cataract patients 
presented at the VA Hospital during the course of the study, resulting in a 
disproportionately small number of opacity (and corresponding contrast 
sensitivity) measurements in the 50—100 range (Lensmeter Units) relative 
to the majority of patients tested, as is readily apparent in Figures 2a-c. 
Ideally this upper range of measured opacities would be much more 
complete; since only a few patients in the study had measured opacities 
greater than 50, the correlation between objective lens opacity and laser 
interferometric contrast sensitivity in the 50—100 opacity range could not be 
directly determined and could only be inferred. Hopefully, there is still a 

sufficient representation of opacity and contrast sensitivity measurements 
to enable us to draw valid conclusions on the overall correlations between 
objective lens opacity and the ablitity to measure laser interferometric 
contrast sensitivity functions. 
COMPARISON OF LENS OPACITY AND CONTRAST SENSITIVITY 
Comparison of measured lens opacity10 and CS for all patients (61 of 65 
total eyes tested)* 11 at 6 c/deg. reveals a broad, linear relationship between 
increasing lens opacity and decreasing laser interferometric contrast 
sensitivity, with a correlation coefficient of r= -0.64 and slope s= -0.30. 
Comparisons at spatial frequencies of 12 & 15 c/deg demonstrate the same 
broad linear relationship with nearly identical slopes (s= -0.26 and s= -0.25 
respectively), although the correlation coefficients are slightly lower (r= - 
0.58 and r= -0.54 respectively). When patients with underlying medical 
conditions known to decrease CS (i.e. diabetics in this study) [27,30,32,35] 
are eliminated, the slopes remain virtually identical, and the correlation 
coefficent at 6 c/deg improves slightly to r=-0.69 as do those at spatial 
frequencies of 12 and 15 c/deg, with r= -0.64 and -0.61 respectively (47 data 
points). Figures 3a-c illustrate and compare the contrast sensitivity opacity 
functions for the total and diabetic-excluded patient populations. 
10For purposes of comparison, and to facilitate calculating linear regressions and 
plotting graphs, cataracts with opacities measuring greater than 99 (i.e. "++") were 
assigned a value of 100 to represent the end of the opacity scale. 
11 All comparisons of contrast sensitivity vs. lens opacity in cataractous eyes use non- 
dilated opacity measurements in order to avoid (as much as possible) any variation due 
to differing measurement technique-4 cataractous lenses measured with dilated pupils 
only are thus excluded from the L.R.'s. Variation between non-dilated and dilated opacity 
measurements in lOL's were not deemed significant enough to warrant exclusion of 
dilated IOL measurements. 
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INSERT FIGURES 3a-c HERE 
GROUPING BY CATARACT TYPE 
Patients were also grouped according to predominance of cataract type 
(i.e. nuclear sclerotic (NS), brunescent nuclear sclerotic (BrNS), posterior 
subcapsular (PSC), etc.) on the basis of standard subjective clinical grading 
criteria (0-4+). NS and PSC components were weighted more heavily than 
anterior cortical (AC) and posterior cortical (PC) components on the basis of 
relative significance of visual impairment.12 Similarly, in cases where NS 
and PSC cataract components were given equal subjective grades, these 
patients were assigned to the PSC-predominant group, again based on the 
relative significance of visual impairment caused by these two cataract 
types.12 Greatest weight was also assigned to PSC components because of 
the tendency for lens opacity measurements of PSC cataracts to be 
unpredictable and disproportionately low relative to the degree of general 
visual impairment and CS loss, as compared to all other cataract types. 
BrNS-predominant cataracts, while generally considered a more severe 
manifestation of nuclear sclerosis, were separated from the non- 
brunescent NS-predominant cataract population because the lens opacity 
measurements of BrNS cataracts also seemed to be unpredictable relative to 
12A diffuse increase in lens pigmentation, or a gradual increase in the index of 
refraction of the lens nucleus, results in less degradation of the image than does 
posterior subcapsular cataract. The peripheral spoke-like cortical opacities seen in 
many older individuals have scarcely any visual significance at all. [Weinstein G.W. 
Cataract surgery. In: Duane TD (ed). Clinical Ophthalmology. Philadelphia: Harper & 
Row, vol. 5, 1988; chapter 7: 6-10. 
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degree of general visual impairment. These findings are discussed more 
fully in the discussion section to follow, on pages 48, 49 & 63 (PSC- 
predominant cataracts) and pages 64 & 65 (BrNS-predominant cataracts). 
Figures 4a-d show the same contrast sensitivity versus opacity functions at 
spatial frequencies of 6, 12 and 15 c/deg as in Figures 2a-c, but the 
cataractous lenses are grouped by predominant cataract type, and the 
artificial intraocular lenses (IOLs) are shown by sub-group as well. 
INSERT FIGURES 4a-d HERE 
CORRELATION BY CATARACT TYPE 
Separation by cataract type shows a slope and correlation coefficient at 6 
c/deg of s= -0.46 and r= -0.85 for all NS predominant cataracts (22 data 
points), improving to an r value of -0.91 when diabetic patients are 
eliminated (15 data points). The slope of this relationship remains virtually 
unchanged (s=-0.45). Similar results were obtained at spatial frequencies of 
12 & 15 c/deg as can be seen in Figures 5a-c. 
INSERT FIGURES 5a-c HERE 
There is no significant correlation (r=-0.19) for PSC predominant cataracts 
(n=12), and this is illustrated in Figure 5d. 
INSERT FIGURE 5d HERE 
In fact, the extremely poor correlation becomes even worse when the two 
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diabetic patients are excluded from the linear regression! 
Too few BrNS predominant cataracts were tested to form a significant 
sub-group. There were very few patients with AC or PC predominant 
cataracts in this study13’ consequently no correlation calculations were 
done for this sub-group. 
A summary of the various contrast sensitivity versus objective lens 
opacity relationships for all cataract types is found in Table 7, including all 
linear regressions and correlation coefficients (r^ and r). 
INSERT TABLE 7 HERE 
SURGICAL PATIENTS 
Best-fit preoperative and post-operative laser contrast sensitivity 
functions were calculated and plotted for 15 surgical patients14 [Figures 
6a-o]. 
INSERT FIGURES 6a-o HERE 
The corresponding best-fit line equations including intercept, slope and 
correlation coefficient for each patient can be found in Table 8. 
13Exceptions: DN-OD: 3+ AC (spoking), Tr NS, 1+ PSC Opacity: 17.2 
DN-OS: 2-3+ AC (spoking), 1+ NS, 1+ PSC Opacity: 29.2 
SS-OS: 3+AC, 2-3+NS, 2+PC, 2+PSC Opacity: 22.0 
JW-OD: 1+AC, Tr PC Opacity: 20.4 
JW-OS: 1+AC, Tr PC Opacity: 21.2 
14One patient (SW-OS) is not included in any CS vs. opacity linear regression 
calculations because his measured lens opacity was obtained with a dilated pupil. L.R. 
results are based on the pre/post-operative data from the other 14 patients. 
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INSERT TABLE 8 HERE 
Six additional patients were unfortunately lost to follow-up. The mean post¬ 
minus pre-operative CS difference, as well as the post- minus preoperative 
CS difference at each specific spatial frequency were determined for each 
surgical patient in order to eliminate variables other than cataractous lens 
opacity as causes for decreased laser interferometric CSF measurement, 
and are listed in Tables 9a-o, along with each patient's pre- and post¬ 
operative opacity measurements. Each patient therefore acted as his own 
matched control. 
INSERT TABLES 9a-o HERE 
General pre- and post-operative data, including cataract type and grade, 
best-corrected Snellen visual acuities (pre/postop) and selected post- minus 
preoperative contrast sensitivity (CS) differences for all surgical patients 
are summarized in Table 10. 
INSERT TABLE 10 HERE 
Comparison of measured lens opacity with the mean post- minus 
preoperative (MPP) CS difference reveals a broad linear relationship, with a 
slope of s= 0.213 and a correlation coefficient of r= 0.58. Figures 7a-b show 
this relationship for all cataract types combined (7a) and by cataract 
predominance as well (7b). 
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INSERT FIGURES 7a-b HERE 
The ordinate is scaled such that the ascending direction indicates 
increasing disparity between the pre- and postoperative CS measurements. 
Comparison of post- minus preoperative (PP) CS differences at 6, 12 and 15 
c/deg gives linear correlations of r= 0.69, 0.54, and 0.45 respectively, with 
corresponding slopes of s= 0.258, 0.198 and 0.168 [Figures 8a-b]. 
INSERT FIGURES 8a-b HERE 
By sub-group, NS predominant cataracts demonstrate the highest 
correlation coefficient for MPP CS vs. opacity (r= 0.89), with a slope s= 0.321. 
For PP CS at 6, 12, and 15 c/deg the correlation coefficients are r= 0.91, 0.88 
and 0.85 respectively, with corresponding slopes of s= 0.360, 0.307 and 0.281 
[Figures 9a-c]. 
INSERT FIGURES 9a-c HERE 
For the five PSC predominant cataracts there is again no significant 
correlation (in fact, there is a negative (r=-0.13) correlation!). Table 11 
summarizes these post-minus preoperative results for the surgical patient 
group. 
INSERT TABLE 11 HERE 
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CALCULATED OPACITY MEASUREMENTS 
Using the best-fit equations of the post- minus preoperative CS difference 
vs. measured lens opacity for both the total surgical group and the NS 
predominant sub-group [see Table 11], opacity values were calculated to 
approximate the point at which significant divergence between pre- and 
post-operative laser CSF's begins to occur. Given the laser 
interferometer's inherent testing error of 3.0 dB (± 1.5 dB), mean 
differences greater than 4.243 dB (because errors add) were considered the 
minimum CS difference detectable by the laser interferometer (i.e. within 
one standard deviation of measurement error for the difference of two laser 
measurements, 68% confidence interval), and mean differences greater 
than 8.486 dB were considered to be significantly divergent (i.e. within two 
standard deviations of measurement error or a 95% confidence interval). 
Errors were determined by the following equation: i 32 + 32 = 4.243 dB (one 
S.D.), i.e. the sum of the squares of individual test errors under the radical. 
Thus, the calculated opacity values at CS differences of 4.243 dB and 8.486 
dB are intended to represent both the lowest value of objective lens opacity 
(as measured by the OPACITY Lensmeter) at which under-prediction of 
post-operative CSF by the laser interferometer might begin to occur, and the 
highest value of objective lens opacity for which the preoperative prediction 
is still reasonably reliable. Beyond this upper limit of opacity, which 
corresponds to a post- minus preoperative CS difference of 8.486 dB, one 
could be 95% certain that this discrepancy in measured CSF was due to the 
cataractous lens opacity rather than to the inherent testing error of the 




For the collective surgical patient group (all cataract types included), the 
calculated opacity values for the mean post- minus preoperative (MPP) CS 
difference equal 28.81 at 4.243 dB and 48.73 at 8.486 dB, with a correlation 
coefficient of r= 0.58. Calculated opacity values for post- minus preoperative 
CS differences at the specific spatial frequencies of 6, 12, and 15 c/deg were 
33.02/49.47, 26.97/48.40, and 22.22/47.48 respectively. The highest 
correlation coefficient was at 6 c/deg, with r= 0.69; r= 0.54 at 12 c/deg and 
0.45 at 15 c/deg. 
Calculated opacity values for the NS predominant sub-group were 
significantly higher at the minimum detectable CS difference than those for 
the total surgical group, with calculated opacities of 36.61/49.83 for the MPP 
CS difference, and opacity values of 37.08/48.86, 36.53/50.35, and 36.00/51.10 
at the specific spatial frequencies of 6, 12 and 15 c/deg. The correlation 
coefficients were markedly improved, varying from r= 0.85 to 0.91, with the 
highest correlation again occurring at 6c/deg (r= 0.91), but with the 
correlation for MPP CS very close (r= 0.89). 
VISUAL ACUITY VERSUS OPACITY 
Best-corrected Snellen acuities and measured opacities were correlated 
for 38 cataract patients, consisting of both non-surgical and pre-surgical 
patient populations. For purposes of comparison, visual acuities were 
converted to a numerical ratio from 1.0 to 0.0 (i.e. 20/20 = 1.0; and light 
perception (LP) was assigned the value of 0.0). These data were plotted for 
both the total patient population including all cataract types [Figure 10a], 
and for the NS predominant cataract patients [Figure 10b]. The Snellen 
visual acuities and measured lens opacities for each patient are 
summarized in Table 12. 
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INSERT FIGURES lOa-b and TABLE 12 HERE 
For all cataract patients, with visual acuities ranging from 20/20 to LP, 
there is a moderately good correlation between visual acuity and opacity 
with r= -0.56. The NS predominant sub-group (N = 20) demonstrates a 
somewhat higher correlation with a coefficient value of r= -0.637. There is 
no correlation between visual acuity and measured opacity in the PSC 
predominant sub-group (r=0.025). 
VISUAL ACUITY VERSUS OPACITY: SURGICAL GROUP 
Correlations were determined for the smaller surgical patient 
population as well. In this group we compared the number of Snellen lines 
of improvement between pre- and post-operative visual acuity with 
preoperative lens opacity, as a measure of relative visual impairment 
caused by the cataractous lens alone. Patients therefore acted as their own 
matched controls. These results are plotted in Figure 11a (all cataract 
types) and Figure lib (NS predominant cataracts only), and are 
summarized in Table 13. 
INSERT FIGURES lla-b and TABLE 13 HERE 
For the collective surgical group (N = 14), the correlation was moderate, 
and slightly lower than for the general cataract population, with r= 0.505 
(vs. -0.560) [Figure 11a]. Correlation in the NS predominant sub-group is 
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significantly stronger with a coefficient of r= 0.823 [Figure 11b]. PSC 
predominant cataracts again demonstrate no significant correlation. 
OPACITY MEASUREMENTS: STANDARD DEVIATION 
As can be seen in Table 14, individual opacity measurements for each 
patient (a minimum of five were obtained) were highly consistent. 
INSERT TABLE 14 HERE 
No mean opacity value for an individual patient had a standard deviation 
greater than 2.0 units, and 84.2 % of all non-dilated cataractous lens 
measurements had a S.D. less than or equal to 1.0 units. Dilated 
cataractous measurements were the least consistent, with a S.D. < 1.0 in 
76.2% of patients tested. 
OPACITY VARIATION WITH PUPIL SIZE AND CATARACT TYPE 
During the course of the study, certain patients were noted to have 
significant variation in opacity measurement depending on the diameter of 
the pupil, i.e. dilated versus non-dilated. Consequently, whenever possible 
cataractous lens opacity measurements were obtained with both a non- 
dilated and dilated pupil, and the results are tabulated in Tables 15 and 16. 
INSERT TABLES 15 and 16 HERE 
While the sample size is relatively small (n=17), there is almost invariably a 
net increase in measured opacity with an increase in pupil size. The 
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average percent change in measured opacity for all cataracts was +25.13%. 
NS predominant cataracts without a PSC component showed the smallest 
increase (+7.70%); PSC predominant cataracts demonstrated a marked 
increase of +62.96%, and the most dramatic effect was manifested in a pure 
central PSC cataract with a net increase in measured opacity of +92.95% in 




Loss of contrast sensitivity can occur as a result of local and/or 
underlying systemic diseases affecting the normal function of the retina 
[25, 29,30, 32, 33]. Age is a contributing factor [31, 35, 36], although in this 
study age is probably not a significant confounding variable since the 
majority (79%) of the patients studied are over age 64, and 93% are over age 
50. Senile miosis, while potentially contributing to reduced CS when 
measured by visual display methods, should not contribute to reduction of 
CS as measured by the laser since the laser only requires a minimum pupil 
diameter of 1.5 mm, well below the pupil size of any patient tested in this 
study. Increasing cataractous lens opacity is certainly a major cause of 
loss of visual sensitivity [23, 24]. 
RELATIONSHIP TO PREVIOUS STUDIES 
Our study extends the work of previous investigators in this lab [41] in 
which optical and retinal influences on visual function were isolated by 
means of laser interferometric and conventional display monitor measures 
of contrast sensitivity functions. The results of this previous study 
demonstrated that for early (trace--2+) cataractous lenses, the laser 
interferometer can effectively bypass the refractive error of the eye and 
measure retinal function without interference due to the optical 
components [41]. Contrast sensitivity functions were depressed when 
measured by conventional display monitor, whereas normal contrast 
sensitivity functions (and therefore normal retinal functions) were 

measured by laser interferometry. Thus in early cataracts the laser 
interferometer was shown to be highly effective for isolating and 
quantifying visual contrast sensitivity loss due to optical factors, from 
contrast sensitivity loss due to retinal factors. 
Our study consisted of two distinct parts: The first part involved a large 
patient group (29 patients, 47 eyes, 65 laser interferometric tests) in which 
CSF's were determined for each patient, and the individual contrast 
thresholds plotted against the corresponding measured opacities [Figures 
2a-c, 3a-c, 4a-d, 5a-d]. This purely comparative method of data presentation 
was chosen both by design and necessity, since it was not possible to obtain 
matched controls (i.e. pre- and post-operative measurements) on every 
patient and thus eliminate causes of CS loss other than the cataract itself. 
While this constraint introduces obvious difficulties in interpreting the data 
obtained, nevertheless this simplistic approach allowed us to determine 
whether or not a linear relationship exists between increasing lens opacity 
and decreasing contrast sensitivity as measured by the laser 
interferometer. The second part of the study involved a much smaller 
(n=15) sub-group of patients, all of whom underwent elective cataract 
extraction and IOL implantation. Pre- and post-operative laser 
interferometric CSF's were determined for each of these 15 surgical 
patients. We were therefore able to eliminate all causes, other than optical, 
of loss of contrast sensitivity in this group (except for residual post-operative 
complications such as cystoid macular edema, corneal edema, retinal 
hemorrhage, etc.) by using each patient as his own matched control, and 
determine the decrease in CS measured by the laser interferometer as a 
function of lens opacity alone. In this way we hoped to determine the 
approximate upper limit of opacity beyond which the difference between 
pre- and post-operative laser CSF's is greater than the inherent error of the 

laser measurement itself. This upper limit of opacity would thus represent 
the point beyond which the laser's ability to accurately assess preoperative 
retinal function would be impaired. 
OPTIMAL SPATIAL FREQUENCY FOR COMPARISON PURPOSES 
For the purposes of interpreting the results of this study, the spatial 
frequency of 6 c/deg. turned out to be optimal for comparing contrast 
thresholds with lens opacities, particularly when comparing the individual 
patient contrast thresholds against each other. As noted previously in the 
results section above, correlation coefficients are consistently the strongest 
at 6 c/deg.; this is very likely because 6 c/deg. is located near or at the peak 
of each patient's CSF, and not on the low-frequency fall-off portion of the 
function [see Figure 1-constant stimuli points]. The contrast threshold at 6 
c/deg. is therefore the most easily and reliably determined given the optimal 
visibility of the grating pattern for all observers. As spatial frequency 
increases, contrast sensitivity in all normal observers decreases due to the 
increasing difficulty in discriminating the finer grating patterns. In 
cataract patients (as well as patients with retinal diseases causing loss of 
CS) the loss of CS at higher spatial frequencies is usually accentuated 
[Figure 6k: SM-OD], and this becomes increasingly evident in the denser 
cataract patients [Figure 6b: CD-OS]. In addition, CS also declines with 
increasing age, particularly at the medium and high spatial frequency end 
of the spectrum [31, 35, 36]. While CSF values obtained at spatial 
frequencies of 12 and 15 c/deg. are certainly accurate, given the high degree 
of best-fit L.R. correlations in nearly all patients tested, these higher spatial 
frequency values are on the lower end of frequently steep CSF's, so that the 
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magnitude of skew at 12 or 15 c/deg. between patients can be significantly 
greater than at 6 c/deg. Thus it seems reasonable, in order to optimize the 
analysis of data trends in this study, to focus on the results obtained at 6 
c/deg., particularly for the purposes of inter-patient comparison where the 
majority of data points have no matched controls to compensate for 
unknown causes of contrast sensitivity loss. Our interpretations and 
conclusions certainly do not depend on this decision. Rather, we feel that it 
is a logical and valid means of discussing our results in the most simple, 
efficient and accurate manner possible given the large amount of data 
collected. 
PART I: ALL PATIENTS 
Figures 4b-d show a comparison of contrast thresholds (calculated from 
the best-fit CSF's) vs. lens opacities at several representative spatial 
frequencies (6,12, andl5 c/deg). The graphs show all data points by 
cataract type (i.e. predominance), and data points obtained on patients with 
artificial intraocular lenses (IOL's) are included as well in order to 
represent the full spectrum of optical opacities, both natural and artificial. 
A definite linear trend is demonstrated for each spatial frequency, with 
6c/deg having the highest correlation coefficient of r= -0.64 [see Table 7]. 
Although this correlation is not high, it is still quite good considering that 
the patient population includes all types of cataracts, a wide range of ages 
(39-88 years), known diabetic patients, and the majority of measurements 
do not have matched controls to eliminate loss of CS due to individual 
variation or unknown etiologies. The correlation coefficient was only 
slightly improved (r= -0.69) when patients with any history of diabetes, 
whether insulin-dependent or not, were removed from the linear 

regression calculations (Diabetes has been shown to cause a decrease in CS 
with or without diabetic retinopathy [271). 
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These results suggest that for the general cataract population there is a 
predictable loss in CS, as measured by the laser interferometer, with 
increasing lens opacity, and that this loss follows a linear progression. 
This trend also shows that even though sufficient amounts of laser light are 
entering the eye unscattered in order to produce regular interference 
fringes (otherwise the patient could not be tested), as lens opacity increases 
the effective contrast produced by the laser beams at the retina decreases. 
The net result is that laser interferometric measurements of CS will be less 
and less indicative of true retinal function as lens opacity increases. 
Whether this phenomenon is due to poorer overall penetrance (?smaller 
microscopic holes for the beams to pass through) or greater scatter 
(resulting in poor production of regular interference patterns) is beyond the 
scope of this discussion. Our experience certainly confirms that of Dr. D.G. 
Green [51, in that the denser the cataract becomes, the more difficult it 
becomes for patients to detect the regular fringes in the disordered pattern 
produced by the cataract. Interestingly, the two patients in our study with 
lens opacities measuring greater than 99 reported being able to see the 
circular red-field background, yet neither of them was able to see even a 
fragment of a line pattern despite several attempts both with and without 
dilated pupils. The one patient for whom follow-up measurements were 
o 
obtained (DH-OS) had an excellent post-operative result of 20/25 . 
GROUPING BY CATARACT TYPE 
When patients were grouped according to cataract predominance in 
order to assess specific relationships between cataract type, lens opacity 
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and contrast sensitivity, the results were quite impressive. In the NS 
predominant sub-group, the correlation coefficient at 6 c/deg. jumped to r= - 
0.85, and further improved to r= -0.91 when diabetic patients were excluded 
from the L.R. calculations. The high correlation between measured lens 
opacity in NS predominant cataracts and loss of CS clearly indicates that 
increasing NS opacity is an excellent indicator of decreasing CS (and 
therefore visual function), and that objective measurement of opacity is a 
very useful means of assessing the relative degree of visual impairment 
due to NS cataract. In addition, the steep slope of the function (s= -0.47 vs. 
s= -0.31 for all cataract types) suggests that, for the NS predominant group, 
increasing opacity is accompanied by a demonstrably marked decrease in 
CS. Other cataract populations may have similar reductions in CS relative 
to increasing lens opacity, but if so it is not as apparent or demonstrable 
according to the measurements we have obtained. 
POSTERIOR SUBCAPSULAR CATARACTS 
PSC predominant cataracts showed no significant, or even marginally 
significant correlation between measured lens opacity and CS [see Figure 
5d], While there is certainly no clear-cut explanation for this result, several 
factors could contribute to the poor correlation: First, PSC cataracts are 
highly variable, not only in their location (i.e. peripheral vs. central), but 
also in their size, composition and optical behavior to incoming light. They 
may be tiny and granular, or enlarge to form a plaque, round or irregular, 
which is a conglomerate of irregular granules interspersed with vacuoles 
and crystals. The crystals may give off a multicolored iridescence, usually 
yellow, blue and green [43]. Whereas NS cataracts result in a higher 
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refractive index and progressively increasing myopia, PSC cataracts are 
notorious for causing significant degradation of the image, and often 
debilitating glare. Thus it is not surprising that any one PSC cataract 
might affect measurement of CS entirely differently than another PSC 
cataract depending on the composition, density and particularly the 
location of the cataract relative to the incident path of the laser beams. 
Second, as will be discussed below, the measured lens opacity for PSC 
predominant cataracts varies significantly with pupil size [Tables 15 & 16], 
suggesting that the optical behavior of the PSC cataract and/or the 
unpredictable amount of reflected stray light detected by the photometer 
grossly affect the opacity measurement, making intra- and inter-patient 
comparisons of opacity with contrast sensitivity loss essentially 
meaningless in the PSC predominant group. 
PART II: SURGICAL PATIENTS 
The surgical patient population, for which pre- and post-operative laser 
interferometric measurements were obtained, enabled us to eliminate 
individual patient variation in actual CS by comparing the post- minus 
preoperative CS differences with measured lens opacities. Each patient 
acted as his own matched control, thereby obviating the need to exclude 
diabetic patients from the linear regression calculations. CS differences 
were compared in two ways: at specific spatial frequencies (6, 12 and 15 
c/deg); and by the mean post- minus pre-operative CS difference, which 




ALL CATARACT TYPES 
Comparison of mean post- minus preoperative (MPP) CS differences 
with lens opacity for all cataract types revealed a good linear correlation, 
with r= 0.58 and s= 0.213 [Figures 7a-b, Table 11]. Comparison of post¬ 
minus preoperative (PP) CS differences at 6, 12 and 15 c/deg [Figures 8a-b] 
revealed linear correlations of r= 0.69, 0.54, and 0.45 respectively, while the 
slopes of the functions remained approximately equal (s= 0.258, 0.198, and 
0.168 respectively). These results also illustrate the generally widening 
difference between post- and preoperative CSF's at higher spatial 
frequencies due to the pronounced high frequency CS loss in cataractous 
patients (i.e. the preoperative CSF generally has a steeper slope than does 
the post-operative CSF-see Figures 6e-f and Table 8], although this is not 
always the case [Figure 6c: WD-OD]. Comparison at 6 c/deg minimizes 
this skew when discussing specific spatial frequencies; comparison of MPP 
CS differences minimizes the skew by averaging it. In this regard, 
comparing MPP CS differences is perhaps slightly more accurate as an 
overall assessment method than comparing PP CS differences at specific 
spatial frequencies, even though the correlation coefficient at 6 c/deg is 
significantly better than for the mean. The reader will note that there are a 
few (3) patients for whom the mean post- minus preoperative CS difference 
is negative (i.e. the preoperative CS was greater than the post-operative CS). 
However, these differences are well within the measurement error of the 
laser interferometer (± 2.12 dB, 4.243 dB total), making these negative 
differences essentially negligible. 
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GROUPING BY CATARACT TYPE 
Grouping the surgical patients according to cataract type (i.e. NS 
predominant) [Figure 9a-c], as was done previously in Part I, once again 
demonstrated a very high correlation between NS lens opacity and CS loss, 
in this case represented in terms of post- minus preoperative CS difference. 
The correlation coefficient for MPP CS vs. opacity was r= 0.89, with a slope 
of s= 0.321. Correlations for PP CS at 6, 12 and 15 c/deg were r= 0.91, 0.88 
and 0.85 respectively, with corresponding slopes of 0.360, 0.307 and 0.281 
[Table 11]. Here the correlations for the mean and specific CS differences 
were remarkably close, emphasizing the strength of the relationship 
between increasing lens opacity and CS loss in the NS predominant 
cataract. It is also impressive to note that at 6c/deg, the correlation 
coefficients for the NS predominant cataracts in both the general patient 
population (diabetic patients excluded) and the surgical group were 
identical (r= ±0.91). 
For the PSC predominant cataracts, there was no correlation between 
CS difference and measured lens opacity, confirming our previous findings 
in the larger patient population. 
Since there were only two BrNS predominant cataract patients in the 
surgical sub-group, only limited conclusions could be drawn with regard to 
opacity and CS loss or post- minus pre-operative CS differences. However, 
it is interesting to note that while the measured lens opacities were nearly 
identical (68.00 and 69.40), the net effect on pre-operative laser assessment 
was dramatically disparate, with corresponding MPP CS differences of 2.00 
and 20.57 and similar disparities at 6, 12 and 15 c/deg. Even in this very 
small sub-group, the findings certainly suggest a poor correlation between 
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both measured lens opacity (as measured by the OPACITY Lensmeter) and 
subjective cataract assessment (both cataracts were graded as 4+ BrNS) 
relative to visual impairment, whether assessed by CS or Snellen visual 
acuity. 
POST-OPERATIVE COMMENTS 
At this point a brief discussion of post-operative surgical results is in 
order. Of the fifteen surgical patients, eleven had uncomplicated post¬ 
operative courses, and by three months post-operatively, all but six patients 
had ophthalmic exams completely within normal limits [Table 4]. Of the 
six, four had post-operative findings associated with the posterior capsule 
(PC)-one had a PC fold with inferior wrinkling; and three had clouding or 
partial opacification of the PC. These PC changes did not adversely affect 
the accuracy of the post-operative laser interferometric CS 
measurements15, although the post-operative visual acuity was likely 
diminished to some extent. One patient suffered a broken PC with vitreous 
loss intra-operatively, necessitating placement of an anterior chamber IOL, 
but without any post-operative sequelae (this patient also had pre-existing 
mild diabetic retinopathy). One patient experienced vitreous hemmorhage 
immediately post-operatively, but the heme gradually settled and organized 
interiorly, below the visual axis. Finally, one unfortunate patient has had 
persistent post-operative corneal edema (and possibly other underlying 
ocular problems), which has significantly impaired his post-operative 
15By the ordinary pinhole effect, laser interferometry can bypass optical 
irregularities that may remain after cataract surgery (i.e. posterior capsule 
opacification), although a better result will be measured than can be obtained with full- 
pupil viewing. The retinal function is indeed accurate, but the limiting factor is the 
eye's optics [3]. 

visual acuity. None of these complications/sequelae interfered with 
obtaining accurate post-operative laser interferometric CS measurements. 
PREOPERATIVE VALUE IN PREDICTING POST-OPERATIVE OUTCOME 
An assessment of the preoperative value of the laser interferometer in 
predicting post-operative visual function is beyond the scope of this 
discussion, and is the subject of another study carried out in this same 
laboratory [42]. Results of the comparison of pre- and post-operative 
contrast thresholds indicated that accurate post-operative results were 
predicted in 67% of the cases (10/15) for all patients, and in 91% (10/11) of the 
patients with preoperative visual acuities of 20/200 or better (p < 0.05). 
Under-predictions occurred in only three patients (CD, AF, DH), all of 
whom had very dense cataracts. Over-predictions occurred in two patients 
(NF, SW), both of whom had either intra- or post-operative complications 
and subsequent post-operative residual optical limitations which were felt 
to be the cause of the less-than-predicted post-operative outcome [42]. By 
comparison, the potential acuity meter (PAM) accurately predicted post¬ 
operative visual acuity in 30% of the patients (3/10), and under-predicted in 
70% of the patients (7/10). The PAM never over-predicted the post-operative 
result. This finding is in agreement with other studies suggesting that the 
PAM cannot penetrate denser cataractous lenses (i.e. greater than 
moderate on the subjective scale) [3,5, 8, 11-21]. 
CALCULATIONS OF OPACITY 
The stated primary goal of this study was to determine, on an objective 
scale, the upper limit or threshold of opacity for which the laser 
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interferometer is an accurate instrument for assessing, in the form of CS, 
the preoperative isolated retinal function in cataract patients. Within the 
various constraints16 of our study, we have successfully accomplished this 
goal [Table 11]. 
As is illustrated in Figure 12a, the upward slope of the functions 
representing the relationship between the mean post- minus preoperative 
measured CS difference versus measured lens opacity demonstrates nicely 
that as lens opacity increases, the laser interferometer's ability to 
accurately measure CS in the cataract patient gradually declines, until a 
point is reached beyond which the preoperative CS measurment is no 
longer a reliable post-operative predictor of visual function due to falsely low 
measurement results. 
INSERT FIGURE 12a HERE 
Where this point occurs in actuality is hardly clear-cut; nevertheless given 
the data collected in this study and the known inherent testing error of the 
laser interferometer, it is possible to calculate, for the instruments used in 
this study, relative opacity limits or thresholds using the OPACITY 
Lensmeter scale (0-99), these thresholds representing the minimum CS 
difference detectable by the laser interferometer (4.243 dB) and the 
maximum CS difference that can possibly be attributed to measurement 
error alone (8.486 dB). 
These two calculations of opacity attempt to define a range of predictive 
accuracy for the laser interferometer between highly accurate (i.e. the 
lower opacity threshold) and marginally accurate at the upper threshold, 
with a gradual decrease in accuracy occurring along the continuum 
16To be discussed below 
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defined by the functions shown in Figure 12a. 
Using the relationships of the mean post- minus preoperative CS 
differences versus opacity as a basis of comparison between the general and 
NS predominant cataract populations, one can see these calculated opacity 
thresholds represented graphically in Figure 12b. 
INSERT FIGURE 12b HERE 
While the upper limits of opacity are virtually identical for both the non¬ 
specific general cataract population and the NS predominant cataract 
population as well, the lower opacity thresholds are significantly different 
as would be expected given the difference in strength of the respective 
correlation coefficients for the two functions (r= 0.58 vs. r= 0.89). In other 
words, one is able to define a narrower (i.e. more specific) and consequently 
higher range of opacity in the NS predominant group within which the 
precision of the laser begins to decline but still remains relatively accurate. 
At 6 c/deg, this range becomes narrower still as illustrated in Figure 12c 
[see also Table 11]. 
INSERT FIGURE 12c HERE 
These results suggest that for the general cataract patient population at 
large, one can be most confident about preoperative laser measurements 
closer to the lower opacity threshold (28.81 for the mean post- minus 
preoperative (MPP) CS difference), with predictive accuracy decreasing to a 
greater and less predictable degree as the upper limit of opacity is 
approached. In the NS predominant cataract population, one can remain 
confident of the laser's predictive measurements up to, if not at the upper 

opacity threshold (49.83 for MPP CS difference), since with such a high 
correlation coefficient this upper limit truly represents the point beyond 
which underestimation is the rule rather than the exception. 
USE OF CALCULATED OPACITY THRESHOLDS 
It should be emphasized that these calculated opacity thresholds are 
simply guidelines, in other words a means of interpreting the relationship 
demonstrated in Figures 7a-b, 8a-b, and 9a-c between increasing lens 
opacity and the decreasing ability to measure CSF (retinal function) with 
the laser interferometer. They are intended to give as close an estimate as 
possible of the objective opacity limits for which the laser interferometer can 
reliably predict post-operative visual function, but at the same time these 
opacity limits are necessarily flexible depending on the instruments used to 
obtain measurements and the degree of stringency required for predictive 
accuracy of the laser. Above the upper opacity threshold, one should expect 
that preoperative meaurements will be underestimated to an increasing 
degree as the functions for the CS vs. opacity relationships have shown 
[Figures 2a-c, 3a-c, 5a-c, 7a-b, 8a-b, 9a-c], and post-operative predictions can 
be adjusted upward accordingly. Finally, these calculated thresholds are 
purely interpretive in their use; they do not in any way influence or alter 
the actual relationship between CS measurement and lens opacity itself, 
which should hold true independent of the methods used to ascertain it. 
Clearly, the NS predominant cataract group demonstrates the strongest 
correlation between lens opacity and loss of CS, and therefore it is this 
group for which measurement of lens opacity provides the greatest 
indicator of visual impairment due to cataract. Since the prevalence of 
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cataracts in the age group of 52--85 years is approximately 25.6%, 14.3%, 
and 8.3% for NS, cortical, and PSC changes respectively [65], the ability to 
assess visual impairment relative to lens opacity in the NS predominant 
cataract population will also benefit the majority of cataract patients. 
VISUAL ACUITY VERSUS OPACITY 
The relationship between Snellen visual acuity and measured lens 
opacity was also examined in the cataractous patients. In this analysis, as 
in other parts of our study, the same two distinct patient groups were 
considered: the larger, general population which consisted of both non- 
surgical and pre-surgical cataract patients; and the smaller surgical 
patient population for which we were able to obtain both pre- and post¬ 
operative visual acuities for comparison. 
GENERAL CATARACT PATIENT POPULATION 
In the general cataract population (n=38), which included visual 
acuities ranging from 20/20 to light perception (LP) only, the correlation 
between Snellen visual acuity and measured opacity was only moderately 
good, with r= -0.560 [Table 12, Figure 10a]. The NS predominant sub-group 
demonstrated a slightly higher correlation (r= -0.637) [Figure 10b], No 
significant correlation existed in the PSC predominant sub-group. These 
results must be interpreted in the context that the relationships described 
are purely empirical, since again there are no "controls" to account for loss 
of visual acuity other than cataract. 
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SURGICAL PATIENT POPULATION 
In the surgical patient population (n=14), which included visual acuities 
from 20/70 to light perception with projection, we had the benefit of pre- and 
post-operative visual acuity measurements which could serve as matched 
controls. This of course assumes that there were no confounding post¬ 
operative sequelae; in actuality there were several in our study, but most 
primarily involved clouding of the posterior capsule [see Table 4]. For the 
purposes of analysis, we compared the number of lines of improvement 
post-operatively, as measured by the Snellen acuity chart, with measured 
preoperative cataractous lens opacity. The visual acuity difference thus 
represented a relative measure of visual impairment (as measured by 
acuity) attributable to cataractous lens opacity [Table 13]. This approach 
also exactly paralled that of comparing post- minus preoperative CS and 
opacity. 
For all cataract types in the surgical group (n=14), the correlation 
between number of lines of improvement and cataractous lens opacity was 
again only moderately good, with r= 0.505 [Figure 11a], and quite similar to 
that for visual acuity versus opacity in the larger group above (r= -0.560). 
The NS predominant sub-group (n=7) improved significantly with r= 0.823 
[Figure lib]. No significant correlation existed for the PSC predominant 
cataract group. 
VISUAL ACUITY VERSUS CONTRAST SENSITIVITY 
The strength of the relationship between visual acuity and lens opacity 
was weaker in all cases than that for contrast sensitivity and lens opacity 
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for comparable patient populations. In the general cataract population, the 
correlation coefficients were: r= -0.560 versus r= -0.693 (at 6 c/deg) for all 
cataract types, and r= -0.637 versus r= -0.913 for NS predominant cataracts. 
For the surgical patient population, comparisons were made between 
relative visual acuity loss and lens opacity on the one hand, and relative CS 
loss and lens opacity on the other. The corresponding correlation 
coefficients were: r= 0.505 versus r=0.580 (mean post- minus pre-operative 
CS difference) for all cataract types, and r= 0.823 versus r= 0.890 (MPP CS 
difference) for NS predominant cataracts. 
The correlations between objective lens opacity and both Snellen visual 
acuity and CS loss range from moderately good to excellent depending on 
patient population and particularly cataract type (i.e. NS), suggesting that 
measured lens opacity can be a useful indicator of visual loss in both 
instances. However, the consistently stronger relationship that exists 
between CS loss and measured lens opacity also provides further support 
for the argument that CS is a better assessment of overall visual function 
than is the single measure of Snellen acuity. 
OPACITY LENSMETER 701: A CRITIQUE 
The IntraOptics OPACITY Lensmeter was used in our study for the 
purpose of defining an objective, quantitative range of lens opacities 
through which the laser interferometer can effectively measure retinal 
contrast sensitivity. The ability of the OPACITY Lensmeter to accurately 
perform its task, namely to quantify all types and ranges of lens opacities, 
was assumed, since the instrument had never been used for the purposes of 
correlating lens opacity with loss of laser interferometrically determined 
CS prior to our study. Here we assess the performance of the OPACITY 

Lensmeter--its strengths and limitations, and particularly how the 
interpretation of our data is affected by the Lensmeter's performance. 
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STANDARD DEVIATION IN MEASUREMENT 
As can be seen in Table 14, multiple individual opacity measurements of 
any single lens were highly consistent and reproducible, with at least 84% 
of the non-dilated (i.e. standard) measurements of cataractous lenses 
within one standard deviation of the mean value. Our study did not involve 
serial opacity measurements on individual patients, so we cannot comment 
on the consistency of measurements on the same lens at different 
examination sessions. 
CORRELATIONS WITH CONTRAST SENSITIVITY 
The correlations that have been established between laser 
interferometric contrast sensitivity measurements and measured 
cataractous lens opacities, as measured by the OPACITY Lensmeter, 
range from moderately good (r= 0.69) for the general cataract patient 
population to excellent (r= 0.91) for the NS predominant cataract patients in 
the surgical and general patient groups. The consistently strong 
correlations between CS loss and increasing lens opacity in the NS 
predominant cataract groups, both within the surgical patient population, 
and especially within the general cataract population as well (r=-0.91), 
demonstrate that the numerical opacity measurements of NS cataracts are 
in fact an highly objective measure of relative CS loss due to lens opacity. 
Thus for the specific case of NS cataract, the OPACITY Lensmeter has 
been shown to effectively perform the task of measuring lens opacity using 
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a simple, objective scale. 
PERFORMANCE ACCORDING TO CATARACT TYPE 
Nuclear sclerosis is the most commonly diagnosed senile lens change in 
persons between the ages of 52 to 85 years. For a single type of lens opacity 
without other types present, the prevalence rates are approximately 13.3% 
for nuclear opacities versus 6.5% for cortical and 2.1% for posterior sub- 
capsular opacities. The rates for nuclear, cortical and PSC changes, each 
with or without other senile lens changes, are 25.6%, 14.3% and 8.3% 
respectively [65]. In both instances, the prevalence of NS changes is 
approximately two-fold that of cortical opacities, and four- to six-fold that of 
PSC changes for the 52 to 85 year age group. The Lensmeter's ability to give 
an objective measure of visual impairment relative to lens opacity should 
therefore be applicable to the majority of cataract patients in the age group 
described. 
However, although NS opacities are the most commonly diagnosed 
senile lens change, the proportion of lenses with more than one type of 
cataractous changes increases from 26.5% for ages 52-64 years, to 47.1% for 
ages for ages 75-85 years [65]. In addition, lens changes are not 
homogeneous, differing not only in anatomical location (e.g. central, 
peripheral, etc.), but probably in biochemical and biophysical properties as 
well. Given this potentially significant heterogeneity of cataract types and 
properties in one cataractous lens, the usefulness of the OPACITY 
Lensmeter also must be evaluated in terms of its ability to objectively 
measure all cataract types and combinations thereof. Here we report on the 
instrument's performance in this regard. 
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The operating manual for the OPACITY Lensmeter explicitly states that 
the quality of measured results can be adversely affected if the patient's 
pupil is less than 4 mm in diameter [User Manual, p.12]. No stipulation 
was made regarding the maximum pupil diameter allowable in order to 
assure quality results. During the course of our study, by a combination of 
serendipity (i.e. having to test patients with already-dilated pupils), and 
astute observation, it was noted that increased pupil size could have a 
significant effect on the opacity measurements obtained. 
MEASUREMENT VARIATION WITH PUPIL SIZE 
Thus was born a "study-within-a study," an attempt to ascertain the 
influence of pupil size on opacity measurements in order to better assess 
the raw data we were in the process of collecting. Whenever possible, 
patients' cataracts were measured with pupils in both the non-dilated and 
dilated states (dilation was performed by the ophthalmology residents as 
part of the routine ophthalmic examination, using AK-Dilate 2.5% and 
Tropicamide 1.0%). Soon it became apparent that the presence of different 
types of cataracts could cause markedly different effects on the 
measurement of opacity in the non-dilated and dilated pupil. The results 
for individual patients, represented in terms of percent change of opacity 
measurement with change in pupil size, are listed in Table 15 along with 
each patient's subjective cataract classification and grade. Estimates of the 
relative variations in opacity measurement with pupil size as a function of 
cataract type are shown in Table 16. For all cataract types combined, the 
average increase in measured opacity from the non-dilated to dilated state 
was +25.13%. 
What is readily apparent from Tables 15 & 16 is that on average there 
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was a relatively small variation in opacity measurements in the NS 
predominant cataract population (in the case of LN-OD, a pure NS cataract, 
there was virtually no change at all). PSC cataracts on the other hand can 
have quite a profound impact: In NS predominant cataracts with a PSC 
component, the average increase in opacity measurement was +27.49%; for 
all cataracts with a PSC component the average increase was +40.77%, 
although this estimate is certainly subject to the behavior, admittedly poorly 
characterized, of the various other cataract components present as well (i.e. 
AC, BrNS, PC). The PSC predominant group demonstrated an average 
increase in opacity measurement of +62.96%, and in the one unique case of 
a pure, dense central PSC cataract (SM-OD), the net increase was an 
impressive +92.95%. 
Assessing the relative influence on opacity measurements of various 
other cataract components was even more problematic given the small 
numbers of patients, the multiple possible combinations of cataracts in a 
given lens, and of course the inherent difficulty in attempting to sort the 
various cataracts into meaningful groups for comparison. This being the 
case, a few specific examples are cited [please refer to Tables 15 & 16] from 
which we have attempted to estimate the relative contributions of other 
cataract types to variation in opacity measurement, at the same time 
recognizing that our method of comparison is crude at best given the highly 
heterogeneous nature of cataracts. 
Three patients (CD-OD: 1+ AC, 1+ NS; AH-OS: Tr AC, 1-2+ NS; AJR-OS: 
2+AC, 2+ NS), all with very similar non-dilated opacity measurents (31.4, 
30.0, 26.2 respectively), had anterior cortical, nuclear sclerotic, but no 
posterior sub-capsular changes and corresponding percentage increases of 
1.91%, 6.0%, and 22.90%. This progression generally correlated with the 
increasing subjective grades of AC and/or NS cataracts. All three of these 
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cataracts would be categorized as NS predominant according to the priority 
system previously outlined in the Results section above. Assuming the 
relative NS contribution to be small (approximately 8%) given the data for 
NS predominant cataracts in general [Table 16], then the AC component, 
either alone or in combination with the NS changes, could perhaps account 
for the additional increase in measured opacity in patient AR-OS. 
Two patients (JM-OS: 1+ NS, 1+ PC; JM-OD: 3+ NS, 3+ PC) had nuclear 
sclerotic, posterior cortical, but no PSC changes and percentage increases 
in opacity meaurements of 5.83% and 14.69% respectively. This progression 
again correlated with the increasing subjective grades of both NS and PC 
cataracts. These two cataracts would be categorized as NS predominant. 
Again assuming a relatively small NS contribution, the increased degree of 
PC changes (l-->3+) in patient JM-OD could then possibly account for the 
additional variance between the non-dilated and dilated opacity 
measurements. 
In both of the above examples, the effect on opacity measurements 
attributed to the AC and PC components is still relatively small (9-14% or 
less as an estimate). These figures suggest that while the presence of AC, 
NS and/or PC changes (in the absence of any PSC component) contributes 
to a relatively minor variation in opacity measurement with increasing 
pupil size, presence of PSC cataracts, whether in combination with other 
cataractous changes and especially when present alone, can have a 
profound influence on the opacity measurement obtained depending on the 
size of the pupil and of course the extent of the PSC cataract itself. 
One last example is worthy of mention. Two patients (LN-OS: 4+ BrNS; 
CD-OS: 3+ AC, 4+ BrNS, PSC changes) have nearly identical non-dilated 
opacity measurements of 68.0 and 69.4 respectively. Both have 4+ 
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brunescent nuclear sclerotic lens changes; one cataract is exclusively 
brunescent, the other has anterior cortical and posterior subcapsular 
changes as well. The pure BrNS cataract demonstrated virtually no 
change in opacity measurement with increased pupil diameter (+2.65%), 
while the mixed cataractous lens demonstrated an increase of +29.11%. 
This comparison certainly suggests that, similar to the behavior of NS 
opacities in general, brunescent NS lens changes contribute relatively little 
to variations in opacity measurement whereas the PSC changes, though 
mild by subjective standards, still appear to be able to cause significant 
variation in measured lens opacity when the pupil is dilated. 
POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS 
An explanation for the variation in lens opacity measurements with 
increasing pupil size, particularly in the PSC predominant cataracts, is 
hardly clear-cut. Differing optical properties of the various cataract 
components are undoubtedly a contributing factor, particularly in the case 
of posterior subcapsular cataracts-they tend to be centrally situated in the 
posterior pole of the lens (though they may also be peripheral), and they are 
highly variable in terms of their composition (i.e. granular, vacuolar 
and/or crystalline), density, and optical behavior to incoming rays of light. 
The more unpredictable the light-scattering (and stray-light-producing) 
properties of the cataractous changes, the greater the potential for the 
OPACITY Lensmeter to err in detecting reflected stray light produced by 
the cataractous lens. 
However, the most likely explanation for opacity measurement 
variability with pupil size has to do with the design of the instrument and 
and the relative location of the various cataract components. The 
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Lensmeter measures lens opacity based on the amount of reflected stray 
light detected at a specific angle (approximately 30°) from the incident beam 
of modulated light, which is directed through the center of the pupil. The 
designated plane of focus of the optics is the patient's iris and, as specified 
in the User Manual, the pupil must be a minimum diameter of 4 mm in 
order to presumably prevent vignetting of the reflected stray light. 
Vignetting by the pupil would result in a falsely low opacity measurement 
due to a reduction of the reflected stray light normally destined for the light 
detector. 
The often dramatic increases in opacity measurement of posterior 
subcapsular cataracts in the dilated pupil strongly suggest that a 
significant portion of the reflected light emanating from the most- 
posteriorly situated PSC cataract is still not reaching the light detector 
through the non-dilated (i.e. 4 mm) pupil. Increased pupil size would 
therefore permit a much larger percentage of the intraocularly scattered 
light to pass back through the pupil unobstructed to reach the detector. In 
other words, even at 4 mm, the pupil is probably vignetting the reflected 
stray light from the most posterior parts of the lens, resulting in a relative 
under-representation of PSC (and possibly PC) lens opacity as compared to 
the more anterior AC and NS components. In addition, reflected light from 
the posterior pole must pass through the lens nucleus, and obstruction 
and/or absorption by a cataractous nucleus could also potentially diminish 
the total reflected light reaching the pupil. A larger pupil would allow 
detection of more reflected light able to bypass the center of the nucleus. By 
this mechanism one would predict only minor increases in the measured 
opacity of AC and NS cataracts, presumably due to additional stray light 
produced as it emerges through the increased area of anterior cortex 

exposed to the light detector. Our data demonstrate rather convincingly 
that AC and NS lens opacities indeed have a relatively minor effect on the 
measurement of lens opacity with variation in pupil size. 
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PUPIL SIZE CRITICAL 
Although our sample size was small, nevertheless our data quite clearly 
demonstrate that pupil size is a critical factor in obtaining accurate and 
reproducible measurements with the OPACITY Lensmeter. Variation in 
pupil size above 4 mm in diameter can have minimal to profound impact on 
the reliability of the opacity measurement obtained, depending on the 
particular cataractous changes that are present. For the purposes of 
obtaining serial measurements over time on the same patient to follow 
cataract progression, presumably one need only make sure that the 
patient's pupil size is the same each time measurements are taken, in 
order to assure that changes in opacity measurements represent a genuine 
change in the patient's cataract rather than a spurious change in 
measurement alone. However, this does not resolve the problem of 
potential under-representation of PSC (and possibly PC) changes in the 
overall opacity measurement in a non-dilated pupil. If one were able to 
eliminate pupil size as a variable in the opacity measurement, then the 
usefulness of comparison measurements, not only on the same patient but 
between many different patients as we have done in this study, might be 
greatly improved. 
MEASURING LENS OPACITY WITH DILATED PUPIL 
Measuring opacity with a fully dilated pupil might be a simple way to 
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eliminate potentially significant variation in pupil size while at the same 
time enhancing the relative representation of posterior cataractous lens 
changes in the total opacity measurement. Consistency in pupil size would 
be easily achieved in the individual patient since his or her pupils would 
dilate to approximately the same diameter each time; assessment of the 
relative significance of a given opacity measurement in the general 
cataract population could also be fairly standardized since most patients' 
pupils will dilate to approximately the same diameter (i.e. 7 to 8 mm).17 
Unfortunately, we were not able to obtain dilated opacity measurements 
on all the cataract patients in our study. However, dilated measurements 
were obtained on twenty-one cataractous lenses including a variety of 
cataract types; each patient's measured opacity and laser interferometric 
contrast sensitivity functions are listed in Table 17. 
INSERT TABLE 17 HERE 
Working with the few dilated measurements that we had, correlations 
between dilated lens opacity measurements and CS loss were calculated to 
find out how they compared to the very same correlations that were 
determined using non-dilated opacity measurements [Table 7]. In the 
general cataract population (n=21), the correlation coefficient for all 
cataract types at 6 c/deg is r= -0.723, improving to r= -0.748 when the three 
diabetic patients are excluded. The corresponding slopes are s= -0.358 and 
s= -0.383. For the NS predominant cataract group (n=13), the correlation at 
6 c/deg between CS loss and increasing lens opacity is very high (r= -0.890), 
improving to r= -0.930 when the three diabetic patients are excluded (s= - 
17There will always be exceptions, and of course there are conditions for which 
dilation is contraindicated such as a shallow anterior chamber, but these exceptions 
constitute a small minority. 
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0.463 and s= -0.504 respectively). However, the PSC predominant cataract 
group once again demonstrates no significant correlation between CS loss 
and measured lens opacity, though the sample size is quite small (n=5). 
DILATED VERSUS NON-DILATED MEASUREMENTS 
The above calculations illustrate that for comparable cataract 
populations, the correlations between CS loss and measured lens opacity 
are actually strengthened in both the general and the NS predominant 
cataract groups when the dilated rather than non-dilated opacity 
measurements are used to determine the correlations: r= -0.748 versus r= - 
0.693 for all cataract types at 6 c/deg; r= -0.930 versus r= -0.913 for the NS 
predominant group at 6 c/deg. These impressive correlation coefficients 
serve to reinforce the relationship between increasing lens opacity and 
decreasing laser interferometric CS that has been demonstrated 
throughout the data collected in this study. There is little question that the 
laser's ability to measure isolated retinal CS gradually diminishes as the 
opacity of the lens becomes increasingly dense. 
The hypothesis that measuring cataractous lens opacity in the dilated 
rather than the non-dilated pupil is a means of significantly enhancing the 
performance of the OPACITY Lensmeter certainly is well supported by the 
correlation coefficients calculated here. When used in the general cataract 
population, which includes all cataract types and combinations thereof, the 
above correlation is sufficiently strong to suggest that the Lensmeter does 
indeed provide a reasonably objective scale of lens opacities throughout the 
cataract spectrum, particularly when the opacity measurements are 
obtained with a dilated pupil. Still, the numerical result must be 

interpreted in the context of the various types of cataractous components 
present in the lens in order to correctly assess the true degree of visual 
impairment due to the cataract. 
In the NS predominant cataract group, the OPACITY Lensmeter 
performed admirably. Both with a non-dilated and especially with a dilated 
pupil, the measurements obtained in this specific group are an highly 
objective assessment of the degree of cataractous lens opacity, and should 
therefore enable a clinician (or researcher) to confidently predict the 
relative degree of functional visual impairment due to a patient's nuclear 
sclerotic cataract. 
SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE 
In summary, despite the various performance limitations and 
shortcomings of the OPACITY Lensmeter detailed above, particularly in 
the realm of posterior subcapsular lens opacities, nevertheless the 
instrument has demonstrated the ability to consistently and reliably define 
an objective scale of lens opacity which is highly correlated with the relative 
degree of decreased visual function (as defined by CS loss). By projecting a 
1.5 mm beam of coherent light through the center of the pupil, the 
Lensmeter is also largely measuring opacity in the central visual axis (as 
compared to the whole lens in cross sections with the Scheimpflug 
techniques), thereby giving an indicator of the functional visual 
impairment due to cataractous lens opacity. This can be particularly 
helpful in the case of cortical cataracts, whose effect usually depends on the 
position of the opacity relative to the visual axis (much the same as PSC 
cataracts). Subjective estimation of the effect these will have on central 
visual acuity can be difficult [66]. A patient can have tremendous cortical 
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changes without any subjective or objective evidence of visual impairment. 
Or, a few cortical spokes or vacuole clefts crossing the visual axis can cause 
severe problems [66]. The ability to assess functional impairment due to 
cortical cataractous changes would therefore be quite helpful. 
As a research tool to help define the limits of the laser interferometer’s 
ability to preoperatively predict postoperative visual function, the OPACITY 
Lensmeter has provided an objective scale which has allowed us to estimate 
the opacity limits for which the laser remains accurate, particularly in the 
NS predominant cataract group but quite effectively in the general cataract 
population as well. PSC predominant cataracts certainly introduce an 
unpredictable and therefore undesirable variable into the overall 
assessment, but when this limitation is understood the impact can at least 
be minimized as much as possible. 
As an adjunct to other clinical measures of visual impairment, the 
OPACITY Lensmeter is useful both in terms of its ability to provide a strong 
indicator of visual impairment due to cataractous lens changes, and also as 
a general indicator of the significance of other parameters such as visual 
acuity (and of course laser interferometry if desired). If the clinician 
combines his or her subjective clinical cataract assessment (i.e. AC, NS, 
PSC, etc.) with the objective opacity measurement obtained with the 
OPACITY Lensmeter, assessment of the patient's total visual impairment 
can be highly effective if one bears in mind that the effects of PSC 
predominant cataracts must still largely be assessed by the subjective 
complaints of the patient given the present difficulty in adequately 
determining objective measures of visual impairment. 
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INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
The interpretation of our laser interferometric data does not suffer as a 
result of having used the OPACITY Lensmeter to quantitate the limits of 
lens opacity through which the laser is able to accurately meaure retinal 
CS. While the calculated opacity thresholds are only a relative rather than 
an absolute guide (determined relative to the OPACITY Lensmeter's own 
internal scale), and may have to be shifted upwards if measurements are 
performed with a dilated pupil, the relationship between laser 
interferometric CS measurement -and lens opacity still stands: Contrast 
sensitivity measurements by the laser gradually and predictably decline 
along a linear progression as lens opacity increases, resulting in an 
increasing discrepancy between actual and measured retinal function, and 
this discrepancy becomes significant once lens opacity surpasses the 
approximate thresholds which we have now defined. 
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
There are several limitations inherent to using the laser interferometer 
to assess preoperative retinal function: Patients have varying difficulty in 
seeing the fringe patterns and/or in understanding the specific 
requirements of performing the test; the difficulty in seeing the fringe 
pattern is accentuated in the denser cataract patients, and an inability to 
see the fringes does not in itself necessarily predict a poor postoperative 
outcome; and the optical apparatus must be very precisely imaged when 
testing the cataract patient by focusing the beams into the opacified region 




Determination of contrast sensitivity is not criterion-free-as a subjective 
testing method it is still ultimately the patient who decides (interprets) 
when the grating pattern is no longer visible. The multiple-pass testing 
method used in this study fortunately circumvents this problem to a large 
extent by forcing the patient to at least be consistent with himself; 
nevertheless in some cases the second and third passes on the laser had to 
be repeated several times before the two results were within the allowable 
difference of 4 dB (i 2 dB). Lastly, the test itself is time-consuming and 
demands a high degree of patient cooperation and motivation, and these 
factors can prevent certain patients from being tested either because of poor 
motivation, or because of decreased stamina due to physically limiting 
underlying medical conditions such as severe COPD or asthma, angina, or 
neurological disorders particularly stroke. In a generally elderly patient 
population these limitations are not insignificant, though they are usually 
not insurmountable either. 
One unanticipated limitation was the relative scarcity of denser cataract 
patients to provide data points at the upper end of the opacity scale. As a 
result, a significant gap remained in the objective opacity spectrum 
between 50 and 100 by the Lensmeter scale. Given the fact we tested 
virtually every cataract patient seen at the VA ophthalmology clinic over a 
nearly one-year period, the only obvious solution would be to carry out the 
study for a much longer period of time. 
Another potential limitation in this study was the necessary reliance on 
subjective grading criteria, performed by more than one examining 
physician, as a basis for grouping the cataracts according to predominant 
cataract types. That the correlation coefficients turned out to be as high as 
they were, particularly in the NS predominant cataract population but in 
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the general cataract population as well, attests to the expert clinical 
assessment skills of the physicians involved in the study. These results 
also suggest that using the subjective cataract assessments is a 
surprisingly simple yet effective preliminary means of grouping the 
cataract patients by cataract predominance before further assessing them 
with more sophisticated instruments and techniques. 
Other limitations included a largely unmatched (though reasonably 
large) patient population to control for confounding causes of contrast 
sensitivity loss other than lens opacity; and the lack of a single physician 
performing all of the ophthalmic examinations and/or surgeries. 
FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR INVESTIGATION 
Direct measurement of isolated retinal function is still not available for 
all cataract patients due to the limitations imposed by densely opacified 
lenses. Finding still better ways to penetrate dense media, either by 
increasing the intensity of the laser beams (while remaining within safe 
intensity levels), or by further developing new promising techniques such 
as bright-flash visually evoked potentials (VEP's) and hyperacuity methods 
which do not require coherent light for adequate penetrance offer 
possibilities for accomplishing this goal. VEP’s have the added advantage 
of using objective rather than subjective measurement criteria. 
Truly objective assessment of cataractous lens changes is still very 
much in the research and development stages, and the result is generally 
highly complex and sophisticated systems and methods of assessment and 
classification which, while useful for certain research purposes, are not yet 
feasible for widespread clinical application. Ultimately, the ability to detect 

subjectively imperceptible lens changes will make possible the evaluation of 
various potential medical anti-cataract therapies intended to inhibit or even 
reverse the mechanisms and processes of cataractous lens opacification. 
The OPACITY Lensmeter, despite its inability to consistently detect PSC 
changes that in any way reflect functional visual impairment, is still a 
promising technological step towards enabling clinicians to quickly and 
reliably assess any changes in lens opacity in the majority (i.e. NS 
predominant) of cataractous lenses. Additional studies using the 
OPACITY Lensmeter in conjunction with various other methods for 
assessing preoperative retinal function would certainly be helpful in 
further defining its usefulness in the clinical setting, particularly in terms 
of longitudinal patient assessment. These studies should also obtain 
opacity measurements with both non-dilated and dilated pupils in order to 
determine which measurement ultimately yields the greatest degree of 
consistency (i.e. reproducibility) and is most representative of the total lens 




The data obtained in this study demonstrate that the ability of the laser 
interferometer to accurately measure isolated retinal function in cataract 
patients is directly related to the degree of cataractous lens opacity through 
which the laser beams must penetrate. By measuring objective lens opacity 
using an instrument designed specifically for that purpose, we have shown 
how the accuracy of the laser contrast sensitivity measurements (i.e. 
measured preoperative versus actual post-operative) decreases with 
increasing lens opacity. 
The linear relationship between increasing objective lens opacity and 
decreasing laser interferometric contrast sensitivity measurements is 
summarized by the specific correlations which have been determined in 
this study: In the larger unmatched cataract population, the strength of 
the correlation for all cataract types was very good, with r= -0.69 at the 
spatial frequency of 6 c/deg. The NS predominant cataract group proved to 
have the strongest and most predictable relationship of all, with an 
excellent correlation coefficient of r= -0.91 at 6 c/deg. These relationships 
were confirmed in the smaller, matched surgical patient population, with 
r= 0.58 for all cataract types and r= 0.91 for the NS predominant cataract 
group. 
Ultimately, an opacity threshold is reached beyond which the 
preoperative measurement is virtually certain to be an underestimation of 
post-operative visual function, assuming no surgical or post-operative 
complications otherwise impair the final surgical result. This threshold 
also represents the point at which contrast sensitivity, as measured by the 
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laser interferometer, is no longer a measurement of isolated retinal 
function but rather one of optical-plus-retinal function. In the general 
cataract population (i.e. all cataract types), the calculated opacity threshold 
(95% confidence limit) was approximately 49, and was approximately 50 for 
the NS predominant cataract group. In other words, in patients with 
opacities measuring greater than 49 or 50 respectively, the preoperative 
laser interferometric measurements of contrast sensitivity function were 
found to be falsely pessimistic (low) relative to the actual post-operative 
outcome. 
In patients whose lens opacities measure greater than the suggested 
thresholds we have proposed (depending on the type of cataract 
predominance), it is possible, using the function we have determined 
describing the relationship between decreasing measured contrast 
sensitivity and increasing lens opacity for the particular cataract type in 
question, to anticipate the amount of underestimation occurring relative to 
the objective opacity measurement of the lens. Though far from exact, this 
still allows a better estimate of post-operative visual function than does the 
laser interferometric measurement alone. 
Perhaps the most clinically significant impact of this additional degree 
of estimating ability is in being able to recognize, or at least suspect, when a 
patient's abnormally low retinal function (as measured by the laser 
interferometer) is a result of more than simply a cataractous lens. If the 
measured lens opacity is not great enough to account for the corresponding 
degree of measured contrast sensitivity loss, then there is likely to be some 
other underlying condition which could account for the additional loss in 
vision. Being able to predict a poor prognosis prior to surgery is at least as 
important as the ability to predict a favorable result. 
As the results of the study have demonstrated, the OPACITY Lensmeter 
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is a useful tool for objectively assessing cataractous lens opacity in the 
majority of cataract patients, and its usefulness is significantly enhanced 
when the results are interpreted in conjunction with a subjective 
determination of the various cataractous components of the lens being 
measured. In this way, a clinician can certainly achieve a high degree of 
correlation between objective lens opacity and relative loss of overall visual 
function (contrast sensitivity) due to the cataractous lens. 
Finally, as Dr. Lichter eloquently points out [2], in an era in which there 
is constant pressure to devise some form of test with a numeric value to 
substitute for clinical judgement, it becomes increasingly important to 
remember that each visual test or instrumental measurement merely 
provides one of many basic pieces of information on which the 
ophthalmologist decides if cataract surgery is warranted or not. Assuming 
the surgical prognosis is good, it is still each patient's own visual needs, 
subjective degree of visual impairment, and his or her ability to function 
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CONTRAST SENSITIVITY vs OPACITY @ 12c/deg 
ALL CATARACT TYPES & IOLS 
Figure 2b 
CONTRAST SENSITIVITY vs OPACITY @ 15c/deg 




CONTRAST SENSITIVITY vs. OPACITY <S> 6 cl deg 
ALL CATARACT TYPES & IOLS 
CONTRAST SENSITIVITY vs. OPACITY @ 6 c/deg 







































CONTRAST SENSITIVITY vs OPACITY <§> 12c/deg 
ALL CATARACT TYPES & IOLS 
83 
CONTRAST SENSITIVITY vs. OPACITY @l2c/deg 















































CONTRAST SENSITIVITY vs OPACITY @ 15c/deg 
ALL CATARACT TYPES & IOLS 
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CONTRAST SENSITIVITY vs. OPACITY @15c/deg 




























































































CONTRAST SENSITIVITY vs. OPACITY @ 6 c/deg 
ALL CATARACT TYPES & IOLS 
CONTRAST SENSITIVITY vs. OPACITY <g> 6 c/deg 













































CONTRAST SENSITIVITY vs OPACITY @ 12c/deg 
ALL CATARACT TYPES & IOLS 
CONTRAST SENSITIVITY vs OPACITY @ 12c/deg 
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OPACITY (Lensmeter Units) 










































CONTRAST SENSITIVITY vs OPACITY @ 15c/deg 
ALL CATARACT TYPES & IOLS 
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CONTRAST SENSITIVITY vs OPACITY @ 15c/deg 
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CONTRAST SENSITIVITY vs. OPACITY @ 6 c/deg 
NS PREDOMINANT CATARACTS ONLY 
y = 46.371 - 0.46041X RA2 = 0.730 r= -0.854 N = 22 
CONTRAST SENSITIVITY vs. OPACITY @ 6 c/deg 
NS PREDOMINANT CATARACTS ONLY 
















































CONTRAST SENSITIVITY vs OPACITY @ 12c/deg 
NS PREDOMINANT CATARACTS ONLY 
CONTRAST SENSITIVITY vs OPACITY @ 12c/deg 
NS PREDOMINANT CATARACTS ONLY 







































CONTRAST SENSITIVITY vs OPACITY <§> 15c/deg 
NS PREDOMINANT CATARACTS ONLY 
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CONTRAST SENSITIVITY vs OPACITY @ 15c/deg 
















































CONTRAST SENSITIVITY vs. OPACITY @ 6 c/deg 
PSC PREDOMINANT CATARACTS ONLY 
CONTRAST SENSITIVITY vs. OPACITY <§> 6 c/deg 
PSC PREDOMINANT CATARACTS ONLY 
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MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION 
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MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION 
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MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION 
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MEAN (POST-PRE)OP CS DIFFERENCE vs. 
OPACITY FOR ALL CATARACT TYPES 
108 
Figure 7a 
MEAN (POST-PRE)OP CS DIFFERENCE vs. 
OPACITY FOR ALL CATARACT TYPES 
Figure 7b 
NS Predominant (N=7) 
BrNS Predominant (N=2) 
PSC Predominant (N=5) 
Dil. PSC Predominant (N=1) 



























































































(POST-PRE)OP CS DIFFERENCE vs. OPACITY 
@ 12 c/deg for ALL CATARACT TYPES 
(POST-PRE)OP CS DIFFERENCE vs. OPACITY 






























MEAN (POST-PRE)OP CS DIFFERENCE versus 
OPACITY FOR NS PREDOMINANT CATARACTS 
Figure 9a 
(POST-PRE)OP CS DIFFERENCE vs. OPACITY @ 





























(POST-PRE)OP CS DIFFERENCE vs. OPACITY (5) 
12 c/deg for NS PREDOMINANT CATARACTS 
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(POST-PRE)OP CS DIFFERENCE vs. OPACITY @ 
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NUMBER OF SNELLEN VISUAL ACUITY LINES OF 
POST-OPERATIVE IMPROVEMENT vs. OPACITY 
Figure 11a 
NUMBER OF SNELLEN VISUAL ACUITY LINES OF 






























MEAN (POST-PRE)OP CS DIFFERENCE vs. 
OPACITY FOR ALL CATARACT TYPES 
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MEAN (POST-PRE)OP CS DIFFERENCE versus 
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CATARACT PATIENT DATA: SURGICAL 
OBS AGE SEX EYE TYPE GRADE B/C Va PAM A/T OPACITY S D. PUP.(mm) 
CB 52 M CD NS 2 + 20/80 20/30 1 1 * 25.2 0.8 5.0 
PSC 4 + 
CD 65 M C6 AC 3 + HM@3' NA 8 69.4 0.6 4.0 
BrNS 4 + 
PSC Changes 
VMDO 63 M CD AC 1-2 + 20/200- 20/40 + 1 8 34.2 0.8 4.0 
NS 3 + 
PSC 2-3 + 
AF 82 M CD AC 1 + 20/200- NA 1 0 50.2 0.5 6.0 
NS 3 + 
PSC 2 + 
hf 65 M CD AC 2 + CF@5' 20/300 1 2 27.2 0.5 6.0 
NS 3 + 
PSC 4 + 
AH 82 M CD AC 1 + 20/70- NA 1 9 29.0 0.0 5.0 
NS 2 + 
PSC 1 + 
WH 68 M C6 AC 1 + 20/200 20/40 + 15 48 8 0.5 4.0 
NS 3 + 
DH 64 M C6 (NS) 4+/0P LP w/proj. Unable 
-BF, +PE 
1 7* >99 0.0 4.0 
B. 65 M CD AC 2 + 20/100 + NA 1 2 ’ 16 0 0.0 4.0 
NS 1 + 
PSC 3 + 
RL 69 M CS NS 3 + 20/40-3 20/30 1 4 41.6 0.6 4.0 
PSC 4 + 
SM 59 M CD PSC Dense/ctrl 20/7 0 20/40 + 1 1 * 45 4 2 0 4 0 
JM 73 M CD NS 3 + 20/30 20/40 1 3 42.2 0.5 4.0 
PC 3 + 
LN 75 M C6 BrNS 4 + 20/40- 20/40 1 1 68 0 0.0 5.2 
SS 72 M CS AC 3 + 20/100 20/30- 1 5 22.0 1.2 4.0 
NS 2-3 + 
PC 2 + 
PSC 2 + 
sw 51 M CS AC 3 + CF@>1' 20/200 1 2 57.2** 0.8 8.0 
BrNS 4 + 
PSC 4 + 
B/C Va = BEST CORRECTED SNELLEN ACUITY 
A/T = APPLANATION TONOMETRY 
NA = NOT AVAILABLE 
BF = BLUE FIELD ENTOPTICS 
PE = PURKINJE ENTOPTICS 
CATARACT TYPE 
AC = ANTERIOR CORTICAL 
NS = NUCLEAR SCLEROTIC 
PC = POSTERIOR CORTICAL 
PSC = POSTERIOR SUBCAPSULAR 
Indicates post-operative measurement 
(pre-operative not availabe) 
Dilated measurement-not included in 
L.R or graphs of CS vs. Opacity 
CATARACT GRADING SCALE 
1 = MINIMAL OPACITY 
2,3 = MODERATE OPACITY 
4 = MAXIMAL OPACITY 
BR = BRUNESCENT 
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LASER INTERFEROMETER _ LASER INTERFEROMETER: 
SF (c-;deat CT i-tfB) 1 SF (c/deg) CT f-dBt 1 
3 32 32.00 3 42, 40 41 00 
6 31, 33 32.00 6 37, 41, 42 40 00 
9 25 25.00 9 42, 39 40 50 
“NOT TESTED’* 1 2 40, 38 39 00 
1 5 35 35 00 
1 8 29 29 .00 
LINEAR REGRESSION: LINEAR REGRESSION: 
SLOPE: Y-INTERCEPT: L I* SLOPE: Y-INTERCEPT: L L* 
-1.17 36.67 -0.87 
(BASED ON SF=3, 6, 9 ONLY) 
0.75 -0.73 45.07 -0 88 0.77 
CALCULATED VALUES: CALCULATED VALUES: 
SF (c/deq) CT (-dB) Ya SF (c/deo) CT (-dB) Y» 
3 33.17 3 42 88 
6 29.67 6 40.70 
9 26.17 9 38.51 
1 2 22.67 1 2 36 32 
1 5 19 17 1 5 34 14 
1 8 15.67 1 8 31.95 
PRE-/POST-OPERATIVE [CALCULATED] DATA RELATIONSHIPS: 
SF (c/deg) (POST/PRE) IPOST-PRE) 1-dBl MEAN (POST-PRE) 
-UBJ 
3 1 29 971 13.00 
6 1.37 11.03 
9 1 .47 12.34 
1 2 1.60 13 65 
1 5 1.78 14.97 
1 8 2.04 16.28 
INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER: INTTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER 
PUPIL SIZE (mm): MEAN: SD: PUPIL SIZE (mm): MEAN. 
5.0 25.2 0.8 6.0 9.0 0.0 
SPECIAL COMMENTS PREOP: NO h/o DM, HTN; + Jessner's syndrome, + Tobacco: First patient tested in study! 
“Preop test interrupted before completion--data not ideal, missing SF's 12, 15, 18 




PRE-/POST-OPERATIVE CATARACT DATA 
PATIENT :CD 
EYE OS 
CATARACT: 4+ Brunescent NS, 3+AC, PSC Changes 
AGE: 65 
PRE-OPERATIVE POST-OPERATIVE: 
LASER INTERFEROMETER: LASER INTERFEROMETER. 
SF (c/de a) CT f-dB) 1 SF (c/degl CT (-dB) 1 
3 3 38.00 38 00 
6 17.00 17.00 6 35.00 35.00 
9 14 00 14.00 9 36.00, 34.00 35.00 
1 2 1 2 32.00 32 00 
1 5 1 5 31 .00 31 00 
1 8 1 8 27.00, 32.00 29 50 
25 00.00 00 00 
LINEAR REGRESSION: LINEAR REGRESSION: 
SLOEL Y-INTERCEPT; L SLOPE: Y-1NTEBCEEI. L l2- 
-0.89 22.18 -1.00 1.00 -0.55 39.17 -0.98 0.96 
CALCULATED VALUES: CALCULATED VALUES: 
SF (c/deq) CT-l-dP)^ £F .(£/.defl) CT f-dB) YA 
3 19.51 3 37.52 
6 16 85 6 35.88 
9 14 18 9 34 24 
1 2 1 1 .52 1 2 32.60 
1 5 8.85 1 5 30.95 
1 8 6.19 1 8 29 31 
PRE-/POST-OPERATIVE [CALCULATED] DATA RELATIONSHIPS 
SF fc/deg) (POST/PRE) (POST-PRE) [-dB] MEAN (POST-PRE) r-dB1 
3 1.92 18.01 20.57 
6 2 13 19.03 
9 2 41 20.06 
1 2 2 83 21 .08 
1 5 3.50 22.1 0 
1 8 4.74 23.12 
INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER: INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER: 
PUPIL SIZE (mm): MEAN,. PUPIL SIZE 1mm), MEAN: 1QL 
4 69.4 0.6 4 6.6 0.6 PC 
8 89.6 0 6 
SPECIAL COMMENTS: PREOP: NO h/o Glaucoma, DM, HTN, CAD; + Tobacco (quit 1985) 




PRE-/POST-OPERATIVE CATARACT DATA 
PATIENT: WD 
EYE OD 
CATARACT: 3+NS, 2-3+PSC, 1-2+AC 
AGE 63 
PRE-QPERADYL POST-OPERATIVE; 
LASER INTERFEROMETER LASER INTERFEROMETER: 
SF (c/dea) CT f-tIB) X SF (c/deg) CT (-dB) X 
3 33 33.00 3 40 40 00 
6 31 31.00 6 39 39 00 
9 31 31 00 9 38 38 00 
1 2 27 27.00 1 2 36 36.00 
1 5 28 28.00 1 5 31 31 .00 
1 8 28 28.00 1 8 30 30.00 
LINEAR REGRESSION: LINEAR REGRESSION: 
SLOPE: Y-INTERCEPT: r £2- Y-INTERCEPT: r L^~ 
-0.36 33.47 -0.87 0.75 -0.72 43.27 -0.96 0.92 
CALCULATED VALUES: CALCULATED VALUES: 
SF (c/deg) CT (-riBLff SF (c/lea) CT f-dB) Y.A. 
3 32.38 3 41.10 
6 31.10 6 38.92 
9 30.21 9 36.75 
1 2 29 12 1 2 34.58 
1 5 28 04 1 5 32.41 
1 8 26 95 1 8 30.24 
PRE-/POST-OPERATIVE [CALCULATED) DATA RELATIONSHIPS 
SF tc^dgq) (POST/PRE) (POST-PRE) 1-dBl MEAN (POST-PRE) 1-dBI 
3 1.27 8.72 6.03 
6 1 25 7.82 
9 1.22 6 54 
1 2 1.19 5.46 
1 5 1.16 4.37 
1 8 1.12 3.29 
INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER: INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER: 
PUPIL SIZE (mm): MEAN: SD: PUPIL SIZE (mm): MEAN: SD' IOL: 
4.0 34.2 0.8 4.0 7 0 0.0 PC 
SPECIAL COMMENTS: PREOP: ++ CAD S/P CABG (4-vessel) 8.5 yrs. ago: ?NO h/o DM. HTN 




PRE-,'POST-OPERATIVE CATARACT DATA 
PATIENT: AF 
EYE OD 




fc/dea) CT f-dB) 1 
3 1 4 1 4 
6 1 4 1 4 
9 15.50 15.50 
1 2 0.0 0.0 
1 5 0.0 0.0 
1 8 0.0 0.0 
LINEAR REGRESSION: 
SLOPE: Y-INTEQCEPL L I2- 
-1.35 21.00 -0.72 0.52 
POST-OPERATIVE: 
LASER INTERFEROMETER: 
ic/dea) CT (-dB) 1 
3 23 23 
6 21 21 
9 21 21 
1 2 1 5 1 5 
1 5 Unreliable 
1 8 Unreliable 
LINEAR REGRESSION: 
SLOPE: Y-INTERCEPT: L L2- 
-0.80 26.00 -0.89 0.79 
NOTE: LINEAR REGRESSION CALCULATED USING POINTS FROM SF=3TOSF=18: SF=3 fcJQI EXCLUDED (TOO FEW POINTS) 
CALCULATED VALUES: CALCULATED VALUES: 
SF fc/deat CT ( dB) YA SF (c/degl CT (-dB) Y* 
3 16.95 3 23.60 
6 12.90 6 21 20 
9 8 85 9 18 80 
1 2 4 80 1 2 16.40 
1 5 0.75 1 5 14.00 
1 8 (-3.30) 1 8 1 1 .60 
PRE-/POST-OPERATIVE [CALCULATED] DATA RELATIONSHIPS 
SF (c/dea) (POST/PRE! (POST-PRE) f-dBl MEAN fPOST-PRE) IJBJ 
3 1.39 6.65 10.78 
6 1.64 8.30 
9 2 12 9.95 
1 2 3 42 11 .60 
1 5 18.66 13.25 
1 8 mR (14.90) 
INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER: INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER 
PUPIL SIZE (mm): MEAN: SD: PUPIL SIZE fmm): MEAN: 
6 0 50.2 0.5 4.0 12.0 
SPECIAL COMMENTS PREOP: No H/O DM, HTN, CVDI? 





PRE/POST-OPERATIVE CATARACT DATA 
PATIENT: NF 
EYE: OD 
CATARACT 4+PSC, 3+NS, 2+AC 
AGE 65 
PRE-OPERATIVE; POST-OPERATIVE, 
LASER INTERFEROMETER LASER INTERFEROMETER 
SF (c'deat CT 1-dB) 1 SF fc/deat CT f-dB) 
3 34 34.00 3 34 
6 ?34, 35 34.50 6 34 
9 33 33.00 9 30 
1 2 30 30.00 1 2 32 
1 5 27 27.00 1 5 26 
1 8 ?27, 28 27.50 1 8 25 
LINEAR REGRESSION LINEAR REGRESSION: 
SLOPE; Y-INTERCEPT: L l2- SLOPE; Y-INTERCEPT: 
-0.55 36.80 -0.94 0.88 -0 64 36 87 
CALCULATED VALUES: CALCULATED VALUES: 
SF fc/deo) CT f-dBi XI SF fc/deaf CT f-dB) YA 
3 35.1 4 3 34.95 
6 33.49 6 33.04 
9 31 .83 9 31.12 
1 2 30 17 1 2 29 21 
1 5 28.51 1 5 27.30 
1 8 26 86 1 8 25.38 
PRE-/POST-OPERATIVE [CALCULATED] DATA RELATIONSHIPS 
SF fc/dea) (POST/PRE) (POST-PRE1 1-dBl MEAN (POST-PRE! f-dBl 
3 0.99 -0 .19 -0.83 
6 0.99 -0 .45 
9 0.98 -0 .71 
1 2 0.97 -0 .96 
1 5 0.96 -1 .21 
1 8 0.94 -1 .48 
INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER: INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER 
PUPIL SIZE (mm): MEAN. SO* PUPIL SIZE (mm): MEAN, 
6.0 27.2 0 5 4.0 6.4 
SPECIAL COMMENTS PREOP: IDDM x 22 yrs ; ?h/o DR (no PRP); no HTN, CVD 
POSTOP 1) Surgical complication-broken posterior capsule with loss of vitreous 
vitrectomy, placement of AC IOL; 
















PRE-/PQST-OPERATIVE CATARACT DATA 
PATIENT: AH 
EYE: OD 
CATARACT: 2+NS, 1+AC, 1+PSC 
AGE 82 
PRE-OPERATIVE POST-OPERATIVE; 
LASER INTERFEROMETER: _ LASER INTERFEROMETER 
SF (c/deal CT (-dB) 1 SF (c/deo) CTJ-dB) 1 
3 32 32.00 3 31 31 00 
6 19. 23, 28 23.33 6 29 29.00 
9 23 23.00 9 26 26.00 
1 2 20 20.00 1 2 27 27.00 
1 5 1 8 18 00 1 5 22 22.00 
1 8 1 7 17.00 1 8 20 20.00 
LINEAR REGRESSION: LINEAR REGRESSION: 
SLOES. Y-INTERCEPT: L I2 SLOPE: Y-INTERCEPT: L L2 
-0.89 31 .61 -0.92 0.85 -0.71 33.33 -0.96 0.92 
CALCULATED VALUES: CALCULATED VALUES: 
SF (c/dea) CJ 1-dBI.i: SF (c/dea) CT (-dB) YA 
3 28.92 3 31.19 
6 26.24 6 29 05 
9 23.56 9 26.90 
1 2 20.88 1 2 24 76 
1 5 18 19 15 2262 
1 8 15 51 18 2048 
PRE-/POST OPERATIVE [CALCULATED] DATA RELATIONSHIPS 
SF (c/dea) (POST/PRE) IPOST-PRE) [-dB] MEAN (POST-PRE) f-dBl 
3 1.08 2.27 3.62 
6 1.11 2 81 
9 1.14 3.34 
1 2 1.19 3 88 
1 5 1.24 4.43 
1 8 1.32 4.97 
INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER: INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER: 
PUPIL SIZE (mm): MEAN: SSL PUPIL SIZE (mm): MEAN. SSL 1QL 
5.0 29.0 0.0 4.0 9.0 1 .0 PC 
7.0 30.4 0.6 
SPECIAL COMMENTS PREOP: NIDDM x 18 yrs. (well-controlled); Periph. Neurop. 2° DM. + h/o CHF; 
SSS s/p pacemaker 12/83 










LASER INTERFEROMETER LASER INTERFEROMETER 
SF fc/dea) CT (-dB) Y SF fc/dea) CT (-dB) Y 
3 29, 35 32.00 3 35 35 00 
6 23, 29, 26, 25. 28 26.20 6 33 33 00 
9 23, 21, 24 22.70 9 33 33 00 
1 2 29, 23 26 00 1 2 25, 27 26.00 
1 5 26, 25 25.50 1 5 29, 26 27.50 
1 8 1 8 18.00 1 8 30, 26 28 00 
LINEAR REGRESSION LINEAR REGRESSION: 
SLOPE, Y.-INTERCEP.I L I2 SLOPE; ElNTEBCEPTi L L2 
-0.66 31 95 -0.80 0.64 -0.56 36.27 -0.85 0.72 
CALCULATED VALUES: CALCULATED VALUES: 
SF fc/dea) CT (-dB) YA SF (c/deal CT f-dBt Y* 
3 29.98 3 34.60 
6 28.02 6 32.92 
9 26.05 9 31.21 
1 2 24.08 1 2 29.58 
1 5 22.12 1 5 27.91 
1 8 20.1 5 1 8 26.24 
PRE-/POST-OPERATIVE [CALCULATED] DATA RELATIONSHIPS 
SF (c'dea) fPOST/PRE) fPOST-PREt 1-dBl MEAN (POST-PRE) iidBJ 
3 1.15 4.62 5.34 
6 1.17 4.90 
9 1.20 5 16 
1 2 1.23 5.50 
1 5 1.26 5.79 
1 8 1.30 6.09 
INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER: INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER: 
PUPIL SIZE (mm), MEAN. PUPIL SIZE (mmh MEAN; SLL JOL 
4.0 48.8 0.5 4.0 9.0 0.0 PC 
SPECIAL COMMENTS- PREOP: ++Tobacco; h/o EtOH abuse 





PRE-/POST-OPERATIVE CATARACT DATA 
PATIENT. DH 
EYE: OS 
CATARACT: 4+ white cataract 
AGE 64 
PRE-QPER AT1YE, POST-OPERATIVE: 
LASER INTERFEROMETER _ LASER INTERFEROMETER: 
SF (c/deaf CT f-dBf 1 SF fc/deqf CT f-dB) 1 
UNABLE TO SEE ANY LINE PATTERN 3 32 32.00 
6 30 30.00 
9 26 26.00 
1 2 25 25.00 
1 5 24 24.00 
1 8 22 22 00 
LINEAR REGRESSION: LINEAR REGRESSION: 
SLOPE: Y-INTERCEPT: L I2 SLOPE: y-lNTERGE„P,L L L2 
-0.71 33.81 -0.99 0.98 
CALCULATED VALUES: CALCULATED VALUES: 
SF (c/deg) CT (-dB) Y* SF (c/dea) CT f-dB) Y* 
3 0.00 3 31.66 
6 0.00 6 29.52 
9 0.00 9 27.38 
1 2 0.00 1 2 25.24 
1 5 0 00 1 5 23.10 
1 8 0 00 1 8 20.95 
PRE-/POST-OPERATIVE [CALCULATED] DATA RELATIONSHIPS: 
SF (c/deal (POST/PRE) (POST-PREI f-dBl MEAN (POST-PREI 1-dBl 
3 31.66 26.31 
6 29.52 
9 27.38 
1 2 25.24 
1 5 23.10 
1 8 20.95 
INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER: INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER. 





4.0 10.2 05 PC 
SPECIAL COMMENTS PREOP: ++h/o chronic EtOH abuse: No DM. HTN, CVD 
Able to see red field of Laser Interferometer, but absolutely no lines 




PRE-/POST-OPERATIVE CATARACT DATA 
PATIENT: ELB 
EYE: OO 




SF (c/deal £I±dBi 1 
3 39, 28 33.50 
6 32 32.00 
9 22 22 00 
1 2 21 21.00 
1 5 NO DATA 
1 8 NO DATA 
LINEAR REGRESSION 
SLOPE. Y-INTERCEPT: L I2 
-1.58 39.00 -0.94 0.88 
CALCULATED VALUES: 
SF tc/deg) CT f-dBI YA 
3 34 25 
6 29 50 
9 24 75 
1 2 20 00 
1 5 15 25 
1 8 10 50 
POST-OPERATIVE 
LASER INTERFEROMETER: 
SF (c/deal CT <-dB) 1 
3 37 37.00 
6 37 37.00 
9 35 35 00 
1 2 33 33.00 
1 5 33 33.00 
1 8 27 27.00 
LINEAR REGRESSION: 
SLOPE: Y-INTERCEPT: L L2 
-0.61 40.07 -0.92 0 85 
CALCULATED VALUES: 




1 2 32.75 
1 5 30.92 
1 8 29.10 
PRE-/POST -OPERATIVE [CALCULATED] DATA RELATIONSHIPS: 
gF (c/deg) fPOST/PRE) (POST-PREI 1-dBI MEAN fPOST-PREI 1-dBI 
3 1.12 3 99 1 1.29 
6 1.23 6 91 
9 1 .40 9 83 
1 2 1 .64 12.75 
1 5 2.03 15.67 
1 8 2 91 18.60 




INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER 





SPECIAL COMMENTS PREOP: IRREGULAR DATA; UNABLE SF=15 & 18-lnilial image clear, then "fungus" in the way. 











(c'deg) CT f-dB) 1 
3 32 32.00 
6 38 38.00 
9 37 37.00 
1 2 33 33 00 
1 5 35 35.00 
1 8 29 29.00 
POST-OPERATIVE. 
LASER INTERFEROMETER 
(c/deg) CT (-dB) 1 
3 37 37.00 
6 37 37.00 
9 36 36.00 
1 2 35 35.00 
1 5 33 33.00 
1 8 29 29 00 
NOTE: LINEAR REGRESSION CALCULATED USING POINTS FROM SF=6TO SF= 18; IT EXCLUDES SF=3 
LINEAR REGRESSION: LINEAR REGRESSION: 
SLOPE: Y-JNTERCEPT. L I2 SLOES. Y-INTERCEPT: L L2 
-0.67 42.40 -0.88 0 78 -0.63 41.60 -0.95 0.90 
CALCULATED VALUES: CALCULATED VALUES: 
SF {c/de a) CT (-dBI Y* SF (c/deg) CT (-dB) Y* 
3 40 40 3 39.70 
6 38 40 6 37.80 
9 36.40 9 35.90 
1 2 34 40 1 2 34 00 
1 5 32 40 1 5 32 10 
1 8 30.40 1 8 30 20 
PRE-/POST-OPERATIVE [CALCULATED] DATA RELATIONSHIPS' 
SF (c/dea) (POST/PRE) (POST-PRE) 1-dBl MEAN (POST-PREI f-dBl 
3 0.98 -0 .70 -0.45 
6 0.98 -0 .60 
9 0.99 -0 .50 
1 2 0.99 -0 .40 
1 5 0.99 -0 .30 
1 8 0.99 -0 .20 
INTEFLZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER. INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER 
PUPIL SIZE (mm) MEAN: SD PUPIL SIZE (mm): MEAN: 1QL 
4.0 41.6 0.6 4.0 8.0 0.0 PC 
SPECIAL COMMENTS: PREOP. ++COPD (has required prednisone treatment) 




PRE-'POST-OPERATIVE CATARACT DATA 
PATIENT SM 
EYE OD 
CATARACT Dense central PSC 
AGE: 59 
PRE-QPERAH.Y.L POST-OPERATIVE: 
LASER INTERFEROMETER LASER INTERFEROMETER: 
SF (c/dea) ST f-dB) 1 SF ic/deg) CT f-dB) 
3 4 1 41.00 3 46 
6 35. 39 37.00 6 46 
9 35, 32 33.50 9 40 
1 2 32 32 00 12 41 
1 5 24, 32 28.00 1 5 37 
1 8 23, 33 28 00 1 8 36 
LINEAR REGRESSION: LINEAR REGRESSION 
SLOPE: Y-INTERCEPT: L I2 SLOPE: Y-INTERCEPT: 
-0.89 42.60 -0.98 0.95 -0.72 48.60 
CALCULATED VALUES: CALCULATED VALUES: 
SF Ic/dgg) CT f-dB) Y* SF (c/dea) CT I-dBl YA 
3 39.93 3 46 43 
6 37.26 6 44.26 
9 34.59 9 42.09 
1 2 31 91 12 3991 
1 5 29.24 1 5 37.74 
1 8 26.57 1 8 35.57 
PRE-/POST -OPERATIVE [CALCULATED] DATA RELATIONSHIPS: 
SF (c/deq) (POST/PRE) (POST-PRE) I-dBl MEAN (POST-PRE) I-dBl 
3 1.16 6 .50 7.75 
6 1.19 7 .00 
9 1.22 7 .50 
1 2 1 25 8 .00 
1 5 1.29 8 .50 
1 8 1.34 9 .00 
INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER 
PUPIL SIZE (mm): MEAN. SD: PUPIL SIZE (mm): MEAN: 
4.0 45 4 2.0 4.0 9.4 
8.0 87.6 0 6 



















PRE-/POST-OPERATIVE CATARACT DATA 
PATIENT: JM 
EYE: OD 
CATARACT. 3+NS, 3+PC 
AGE. 73 
PREOPER ATIVE: POST-OPERATIVE: 
LASER INTERFEROMETER LASER INTERFEROMETER: 
SF fc/dea) CT i-dB) 1 SF (.c/deg) CT f-dB) 1 
3 42, 29 35.50 3 29, 35 32.00 
6 32, 29, 26, 29, (21) 29 00 6 30, 29 29.50 
9 30, 29 29.50 9 32, 29 30.50 
1 2 27 27.00 1 2 23 23.00 
1 5 25 25.00 1 5 21 21 00 
1 8 32, 31 31.50 1 8 22 22.00 
NOTE: LINEAR REGRESSION CALCULATED USING THE POINTS SF=3 TO SF: =15. L R EXCLUDES SF=18 
LINEAR REGRESSION: LINEAR REGRESSION: 
SLOPE: Y-INTERCEPT: l L2 SLOPS., Y-INTERCEPT: l L2 
-0.77 36 10 -0.92 0.85 -0.92 35.75 -0.92 0.85 
CALCULATED VALUES: CALCULATED VALUES: 
SF isAteg) gT.t-.dPl Y.A. SF_tsZdff.gl CT (-dB) YA 
3 33.80 3 32.90 
6 31 .50 6 30 05 
9 29.20 9 27.20 
1 2 26.90 1 2 24 35 
1 5 24.60 1 5 21 50 
1 8 22 30 1 8 18.65 
PRE-/POST-OPERATIVE [CALCULATED] DATA RELATIONSHIPS 
SF (c/dea) (POST/PRE! fPOST-PRE) f-dBl MEAN (POST-PREI 1-dBI 
3 0.97 -0.90 -2.28 
6 0.95 -1.45 
9 0 93 -2.00 
1 2 0 91 -2.55 
1 5 0.87 -3.10 
1 8 0.84 -3 65 
INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER: INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER 
PUPIL SIZE (mm): MEAN. ££L PUPIL SIZE fmm): MEAN: 
4.0 42.2 0.5 4.0 15.2 




SPECIAL COMMENTS' PREOP: S/P CRYOSURGERY FOR RETINAL HOLES OU. R>L, 1981 (STABLE): +H/O CVA 1979: 
+H/0 Ml x 2, 1964; No h/o DM, HTN 




PRE-'POST-OPERATIVE CATARACT DATA 
PATIENT: LN 
EYE OS 






SF (c/dea) CT f-dB) 1 SF (c/deot CT f-dBI 1 
3 38 38.00 3 43, 40 41 .50 
6 ?32. 33 32 50 6 34, 38 36.00 
9 30 30.00 9 33 33.00 
1 2 28 28 00 1 2 26 26.00 
1 5 20 20 00 1 5 23 23 00 
1 8 1 8 18.00 1 8 1 9 19 00 
LINEAR REGRESSION: LINEAR REGRESSION: 
S1QP-L Y-INTERCEPT: r L2 SLOPE: Y-INTERCEPT; l L2 
-1 .33 41.70 -0.98 0.97 -1.51 45.60 -0.99 0.99 
CALCULATED VALUES: CALCULATED VALUES: 
SF fc/degt CT f-dB) YA SF (c/deg) CT (-dB) YA 
3 37.71 3 41.07 
6 33.73 6 36 54 
9 29.74 9 32.01 
1 2 25 76 1 2 27.49 
1 5 21 77 1 5 22 96 
1 8 17.79 1 8 18 43 
PRE-/POST-OPERATIVE [CALCULATED] DATA RELATIONSHIPS: 
SF (c/dea) (POST/PRE) (POST-PRE) f-dB1 MEAN fPOST-PRE) f-dB1 
3 1.09 3 36 2 00 
6 1 08 2.81 
9 1.08 2 27 
1 2 1 07 1.73 
1 5 1 05 1.19 
1 8 1 .04 0.64 
INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER: INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER 
PUPIL SIZE (mm) MEAN: PUPIL SIZE (mm): MEAN, SSL 12L 
5.2 68 0 0 0 4.0 10.0 0.0 PC 
8 0 69.8 0.8 
SPECIAL COMMENTS PREOP: +h/o HTN x 18 yrs (controlled); S/P L-CVA 1981; Struck by baseball OS age 11 
No Rx/No Sxs ; No h/o DM 
POSTOP. VITREOUS HEMMORHAGE following surgery (5/4/88); now heme has setfled and 
organized interiorly, below the visual axis, Partial clouding of the Posterior 




PRE-'POST-OPERATIVE CATARACT DATA 
PATIENT: SS 
EYE: OS 




I c/de a) CT <-dB) 1 
3 31 31.00 
6 30 30.00 
9 26 26.00 
1 2 24 24.00 
1 5 1 8 18.00 
1 8 27 27.00 
POST-OPERATIVE. 
LASER INTERFEROMETER: 
SF (c/dea) CT 1 
3 34 34.00 
6 28 28.00 
9 32 32 
1 2 26 26.00 
1 5 20 20 00 
1 8 21 21 .00 
NOTE: LINEAR REGRESSION CALCULATED USING THE POINTS SF=3TOSF=15; L.R. EXCLUDES SF=18 
LINEAR REGRESSION: LINEAR REGRESSION: 
SLOPE: Y-1NTERCEPT. L L2 SLOPE: Y-INTERCEPT: 
-1 .07 35.40 -0.97 094 -1.00 37.00 
CALCULATED VALUES: CALCULATED VALUES: 
SF (c/dea) CT (-dB) YA SF (c/deg) CT (-dB) Y* 
3 32 20 3 34.00 
6 29.00 6 31.00 
9 25 80 9 28 00 
1 2 22 60 1 2 25.00 
1 5 19 40 1 5 22.00 
1 8 16 20 1 8 19 00 
PRE-/POST-OPERATIVE [CALCULATED] DATA RELATIONSHIPS 
SF (c/deg) (POST/PRE) (POST-PRE) 1-dBl M£AN-[P.Q^J-£B£i -EdBJ 
3 1 .06 1.80 2.30 
6 1 07 2.00 
9 1 09 2.20 
1 2 1.11 2.40 
1 5 113 2.60 
1 8 117 2.80 
INTERZEAG OPACfTY LENSMETER INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER 
PUPIL SIZE (mm): MEAN: SD: PUPIL SIZE (mm): MEAN: 
4.0 22 0 1.2 4.0 7.0 












PRE-,'POST-OPERATIVE CATARACT DATA 
PATIENT: SW 
EYE: OS 
CATARACT 4+PSC, 4+NS Brunescent, 3+AC 
AGE: 51 
PBE^P.Efi.£UVE. POSTOPERATIVE. 
LASER INTERFEROMETER LASER INTERFEROMETER 
SF (c/deal CT (-dB) 1 SF (c/dea) CT (-dB) 1 
3 1 7 17.00 3 37 37.00 
6 1 7 17.00 6 33 33.00 
9 1 8 18.00 9 30 30.00 
1 2 1 3 13.00 1 2 21 21 .00 
1 5 1 4 14.00 1 5 22 22.00 
1 8 1 1 1 1 .00 1 8 20 20 00 
LINEAR REGRESSION: LINEAR REGRESSION: 
SLOPE: Y-INTERCEPT: L L2 SLOPE Y-INTERCEPT: L L2 
-0.42 19.40 •0.85 0.73 -1.21 39.87 -0.95 0.90 
CALCULATED VALUES: CALCULATED VALUES: 
SF (c/dea) CT (-dB) YA SF (c/dea) CT (-dB) YA 
3 18.14 3 36.23 
6 16.89 6 32.61 
9 15.63 9 28 98 
1 2 14.37 1 2 25 35 
1 5 13.11 1 5 21.72 
1 8 1 1 86 1 8 18 10 
PRE-/POST -OPERATIVE [CALCULATED] DATA RELATIONSHIPS 
SF (c/dea) (POST/PRE) (POST-PRE) 1-dBl MEAN (POST-PRE! 1-dBl 
3 2.00 18.09 12 17 
6 1.93 15.72 
9 1.85 13.35 
1 2 1.76 10.98 
1 5 1.66 8.61 
1 8 1.53 6.24 
INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER. 
PUPIL SIZE (mm): MEAN. SIL 
INTERZEAG OPACITY LENSMETER: 
PUPIL SIZE (mm): MEAN: SD: 1GL 
8.0 57.2 0.8 4.0 16 6 0.6 PC 
SPECIAL COMMENTS: PREOP: 
POSTOP 
+ Tobacco 
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LENS PUPIL TOTAL (n) % S.D. <=1.0 
CATARACT NON-DILATED 38 84.2 
DILATED 2 1 76.2 
ND & D 59 81 .4 
IOL ND & D 23 95.7 
ALL (CAT/IOL) NON-DILATED 59 88.1 
DILATED 23 78.3 
ND & D 82 86.6 
NOTE: ALL MEASUREMENTS HAD S.D. <= 2.0 
This Table is a summary of the Standard Deviations for 
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VARIATION IN OPACITY MEASUREMENTS WITH PUPIL SIZE: 
COMPARISON BY CATARACT TYPE / PREDOMINANCE 
CATARACT TYPE TOTAL (n) % CHANGE* ND->D 
All Cataracts 1 5 25.13 
NS Cataract alone 1 -3.91 
All NS Predominant 9 14.18 
NS Predominant w/o PSC 6 7.70 
NS Predominant w/PSC 3 27.49 
! All Cataracts w/PSC changes 7 40.77 
All PSC Predominant 3 62.96 
Pure PSC (dense central) 1 92.95 
ND = NON-DILATED D = DILATED 
* Percent change calculated by the following equation: 
[(Mean dilated opacity) minus (Mean non-dilated opacity)] 
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